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Nelson Tripp Files For
Mayor Late Wednesday
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Nelson Tripp, defeated in 1961 in his bid for reelection to serve a second term as mayor of Fulton, filed Volume Thirty-four
late Wednesday afternoon as a candidate for the office
to oppose incumbent Mayor Gilbert DeMyer.
Mr. Tripp, elected to his first term in 1957 without
opposition, has also served as City Commissioner to fill
a lacancy which occurred at the resignation of L. M. McBride. An electrician with the Illinois Central Railroad,
Mr. Tripp was defeated in his bid for a full term on the
Commission. He was the last mayor to serve under the
councilmanic form of government in the City of Fulton.
When Tripp ran for a fa term
on the city commission in 1963 he
received 270 votes mei placed fifth
among seven candidates. Charles
Robert Bennett, the leading, votegetter, polled Ms, W. P. Burnette
709, lstrilliam Scott 092, and Ward
JoIrtson 508, in that order to win
the four commission seats.
Reports that Mr. Tripp would oppose Mayor DeMyer have quietly
circulated for the past few days.
In opposing Mayor DeMyer, who
Ii seeking re-election, Mr. Tripp
again takes on the same opponent
he had in 1961 when both candidates engaged in one of the most
hard fought mayority elections in
the City of Fulton.
The former cubscout master has
continued his activities in church
and other civic activities since he
left the political arena.
At press time the News was unable to learn whether or not Mr.
Tripp will conduct his campaign
without 'being slated with any of
the four Commissioners who filed
early this week.
Seeking re-election to the City
Commissioner posts are Charles
Robert Bennett, Bill Scott and W.
P. Burnett.. Ward Johnson, who
now serves on the Commission, is
not seeking re-election.
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Fulton's Festival Time
Is Homecoming Time Too
"Venga para casa, para el Festival del Banano,'
that's the way the residents of the twin cities of Fulton,
Ky., and South Fulton, Tenn., are responding to Governor Edward T. Breathitt's Kentucky Homecoming year
proclamation. And homefolks, kinfolks, and new folks
everywhere are urged by the thousands to attend the exciting program for the Third International Banana Festival to be held in the twin cities from September 29
through October 2.
It's not likely that the invitations will be turned
down for former Fultonians from Maine to California
and States in between from coast to coast are delaying
vacation plans until Fall so they can participate in one
of America's most unusual home-town events.
First staged in November 1963, the Festival is
growing each year, with greater emphasis being placed
on the international relations aspects of the program.
This year Operation Amigo,a non-profit corporation, organized to improve inter-American relations, will send
20 talented students, including Miss Ecuador, to spend
two weeks in the twin cities attending school, observing
civic and governmental affairs, and to enjoy the gaiety
of the Festival as well. Six other students will come
from five other Central American countries.

Seeking a Commissioner post is
Charles Gregory, who has also
served as a city official under the
councilmanic form of government.
It is reliably reported that Mayor
DeMyer and the four commissioner
randidates will run as a slate.
The only other person who has
filed for a city post is Walter Voelpel as City Judge. He has no opposition. The encumbent, City
Judge Paul Lane, is not seeking
re-election.

TAT Members
To Cover Town
For Amigo Plan

The Kentucky side of Fulton will
be canvassed this Thursday night
by TAT, the Tri-America Teens, to
sell tickets for the Amigo dinner
Tuesday at 5 at the E. W. James
Ambassadors from Latin-AmeriSupermarket parking lot.
That was the combination at City Park lest 'Thursday night when the Silhouettes donated their can countries, high government of- singing, talent extravaganza; an
and KenThe food will be donated by E.
of TAT (Tri-America Tsetse.) After about 7130 members ficials from Washington be hon- inter-American Folk Fiesta; an
W. James and Sons, and the pro- time to add merriment to the organizational nseedne
tucky and Tennessee will
arts and crafts exhibit; an induson
Markets
ceeds from the ticket sales will go of TAT signed up to sell tickets to an Amigo Dinner, 10F he donated by the E. W. James Super
ored guests at the four-day event. trial executive luncheon, and acto defray the cost of bringing 27 August 10th, the young people joined the Silhouettes to ea,elarate the fun(d) raising event.
But the Festival will not be all tivity galore at Banana City,
Latin American students to Fulton
diplomacy by any means. The where an old ball park will be conin connection with the Banana Fesworld's first Banana Match will be verted into a replica of a banana
tival. (See Notebook.)
staged at the Fulton Country Club plantation. And again thousands of
TAT members will meet at the
with the 1964 PGA champion Bob- visitors will enjoy eating the
Charles Browder home on Court
Jottings
by Nichols peeling off some long world's largest banana pudding.
Beauty queens will be strutting
Drive in the Country Club Courts
drives on the fairway; then there'll
From
at 7-30. After the ticket sale they
be a giant Banana Peel-Off (drag out all over, headed by the 1986
will be served ice cream donated
races) on September 19 and 26 Miss America, Who has been invitMr. and Mrs. Leonard Duke, of
by Swift & Co.
with about 30 classes of fast-mov- ed to attend the Festival again this
the Beelerton community, will hold
Mrs. Sue Hurt, TAT coordinator, open house at their home Sunday,
ing autos competing for gold ba- year. The official Miss America has
Insurance man Dewey Johnson, nana trophies. There'll be a Ba- been in attendance at the past two
has asked that all members be August 15, from 2 p. m. until 5 p.
The idea of living like gentle
S
(Continued on page eight)
prepared to report on their sales to m., in observance of their Golden folks, in a `---ely borne, with a who with his son and other asso- nan-A-atama, a street dancing,
ciates, operate Dewey Johnson Indate.
Wedding anniversary. All their
country-side
beautiful view of *
The three top ticket salesmen will friends and relatives are invited.
ntrallee MOW,believe that Subprospective urban itStab isiteliewer a growas
has occurred to in
win an all-expense-paid trip to Chier finances ing need lar area 'residents who
Mr. and Mrs. Duke are the par- home-owners, but
mp to hear the Beatles.
of five children: ilaylood Duke we locations has ' - dispelled want to live pot esfecinEr
ents
Tueswas
covered
abut_ raw
ously, beit cesealttaigy Welt with
tickets to the Amigo of Crutchfield, Bib Doke bt the dream.
lf -14Ki ffie on the Kentucky side dke Pied. bet
Phoenix, Ariz., Mrs. Read Hayes
be
bought
the
Mill
oonlibets if ths,city and the
from
can
dinner
of the twin cities you will bear a TAT
of Warren, Mich., Peggy Dania, But both Ad these problems are peace Old qt of the country.
members.
sometime
The desegregation plan submit- dents.
door
your
knock on
of Clinton, and Halliard Duke, who being sabre. arivr with the develop- Wilson A. Jaw, a man who has
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fourteen grandchildren and
building shares this view.
In order to evaluate the progress
under provisions of the 1964 Civil
Charles W. Miles, III, a Union great-grandchild.
will meet a high school student who
mits families to live in the atmosthe
City attorney, has been recomwill ask you to buy a ticket to
phere of the country, but with all
He bu"t homes in Tucson, Ariz., Rights Act has been approved, of the school district under its deAmigo Dinner that will be held at mended to Gov. Frank Clement for
the conveniences enjoyed by city for eleven years before coming to Supt. W. L. Holland has been in- segregation plan, the Office of EduSuMarket
formed in a letter from Francis cation also requested preregistrathe
Tennessee
to
Super
appointment
folks.
the E. W. James
Fulton last(kW- -r. He is a native Keppel, U. S. Commissioner of tion data on the racial composition
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meaning.
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house to show the public how a Tucson and Douglas, Ariz., and has particularly of the provisions made school in the district.
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conversation with the people who
of the act.
called Tr -America Teens. They
are developing the new subdivision.
The plan includes the understand- pointed out.
selected the name of their organiIn accordance with regulations,
Suburban Estates is located on
ings that "students who fail to exzation . . . for short they'll call
the Boaz Chapel Road, about threeercise their mandatory choice will the plan is subject to review pethemselves TAT . . . the long range
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continue until the last interested tower are so tremendous that wise
The master plan, to be prepared
Howard Bondurant of Fulton will
mittee members and operations remoney on hand to show them some by the Memphis city planning firm plan will also provide long-range viewer gets a homes-eye full of people would not do it.
real Kentucky-Tennessee hospitali- of Harland, Bartholomew and As- plans for the location of municipal comfortable living. The home is
"The tower stands 176 feet in the ports will highlight the Southern serve as chairman of the local
buildings, school expansion, and completely decorated through the air, and if anyone ever fell off he States Coperative annual member- meeting. Eugene Bard of Fulton
ty.
sociates, is a study of proposed other public improvements.
the invocation.
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if young people want to try to
It will designate areas for resi- McKnight is chairman. Other mem- very refreshing experience. Open the telephone business,"
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should contact Southern States member of the cooperative's
world, the older generation ought velopment of various types and ett, Mayor Rex Ruddle, and Dunn. August 15, during the same _hours. around the base of the tower.
regional staff, will report on the
to lend them a friendly hand. So
over-all Southern States operations
all
furnishing
is
family
James
the
for the fiscal year, which ended
the food for the dinner . . . with
June 30. He will also show color
serving to start at five p. m. The
slides of the cooperative's 41st anleast any of us can do is to buy a
nual stockholders meeting held in
ticket to help in the worthy plan.
laughing Richmond last fall.
since these safety factors do not quite naturally whole herds of cat- the road at night even with the find them all piling out
By Wayne Anderson
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his
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headlights
burros
That's the fundamental and serexist to the same degree, the rules tle, horses, and especially
Last In a series
States Board of Directors for the
ious side of the TAT program. But
had to learn a graze on the roads and walk across inches from his ears, and a simul- ride. I still don't understand it.
We
different..
are
There are numerous things that whole new way of driving. It was it at will, often stopping to rest in taneous shove from behind. And
Only the very small middle and Fulton area, are: M. P. Jeanie,
everybody likes to have a goal to
work toward. . . so the three TAT make traveling by car in Mexico difficult to stay constantly alert, the middle. In the daytime they are people were almost as big a prob- upper classes can afford cars, and Crutchfield; William E. Long, Joe
members who 'sell the most tickets an experience different from any- but we beeame convinced that in easy enough to see, but at night lem because nearly everyone the models quite accurately indi- F. Taylor, and Leslie Walker, all
will get an all-expense trip to Chi- thing to be found north of the Rio some ways the fact that everyone they blend with the color of the walks. I did not realize before that cate the owner's economic status. of Fulton.
Ladies nominated for the Farm
cago to see the Beatles on August Grande, as I found on a recent trip else was equally alert made driv- road and make driving hazardous In front of a car at night people's
As a rule, the members of the
20. The young people will be taken to Yucatan. In fact, 'Lout the only ing almost as safe as here---if you enough that all trucks have steel eyes shine just like those of cats.
middle class drive American cars Home Advisory Committee are:
Mrs. John Colley, Mrs. Clifford
to Chicago by Mrs. Sue Hurt, who things reminiscent of home are the play by their rules.
frames covering their front ends.
When it rains the highways get built In the early 1950s, and the
Mrs. Charles Moon, and
Ferguson,
Euroand
American
own
wealthy
a
is as enthusiastic about the pro- automobiles and the soft drinks.
after
Even with alertness amounting to extremely slick. One day
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Mrs.
Phelps, all of Fulton.
David
insurance
American
ent.
I
teen-ag
The
'110s.
twenty
the
gram as any
er to never, never drive at night, eye strain, we still hit one buzzard, thunderstorm we were &tying pean makes from
There will also be the awarding
will go along for the ride to attend refuse to cover travel in Mexico, and the advice was sound. We one bat, and one burro. The burro along behind a car following a largest cars we ever saw were fullsome Banana Festival business in and Mexican insurance rates are should know, since we drove al- survived even though he was hit truck. The truck stopped suddenly, sized Fords and Chevrolets, which of a number of attractive prises.
extremely high. It didn't take us
The following committee chairChicago.
squarely in the head, and the car the car ahead of us crashed into it, is understandable because so few
most every night.
long to find out why.
because
men
will assist with the local meetand
have
money
people
the
on
off
get
to
managed
we
and
The biggest problem, in the day- surprisingly, came through almost
In this country we are accusmy Fairlane would have cost no ing:
Don't turn that visitor away from
road.
the
of
manhad
side
almost
we
But
undented.
on the
your door without helping with the tomed to highly disciplined traffic time as well, was livestock
Attendance, telephone, Mrs. EuJust then, while we were having less than $4,000.
is aged to stop when it happened and
The average Mexican highway is gene Herd; Decorating, Mrs. Joe
Amigo Dinner. If you can't go, buy and sophisticated traffic engineer- highway. Twee the country
with
•
Ford
lucky.
1952
awfully
a
were
problems,
own
our
the
along
the
grass
dry,
out
largely
dangers
of about the same quality as the
a ticket anyway. How else can we ing that takes so many
is no com- I now believe everything I have a half dozen people in it slid past road from Fulton to Murray, and Holland; Greeting, Torn G. Counce;
strive to achieve understanding and of driving that the greatest threat shoulders, where there
Ribbons, Mrs. James R. Caldwell;
When
lane.
other
the
in
for water, is the best beard about the stubbornness of on its top
happiness and pay so little . . . $1.00 is the driver who does not play by petition
to try much of the country is quite moon- and Entertainment, James R. Caldover
dashed
We
we
Mopped
animals.
It
related
and
mules
available.
for adults . . . 75 cents for chil- the rules.
well of Fulton.
(Continued on Page Two)
There are alnlost no fences, so found we could not get a burro off to help, and were just in time to
The problem in Mexico is that
dren.

Dukes To Observe
Golden Anniversary

'

SuburPan Estates Affords
Counity Living,City Style

Fulion City Desegregation Plan
Receives Washington Approval

Notebook

South Fulton City Commission
Authorizes Master Plan Contract

Prankster Clink
Microwave Tower

Southern States To Elect New
Leaders At Meet On August 16

"...Driving In Mexico Is Much Easier If You're On Your Burro!"

The Banana Festival Puts Twin Cities In Show
Case Of Admiration; We're Proud To Be A Part
The other day, a person who
operates a business establishment in
Fulton was asked to serve on a committee in connection with the up-coming Banana Festival this fall. The refusal to serve rankled us a little, because the Banana Festival is a community project and anybody interested in the welfare of our twin cities,
should want to help even just a little
bit.
The minor irritation for the person's refusal to help the Festival
erupted into down-right pity when
the person asked, "what good is the
Banana Festival anyway?"
Actually we ought to dismiss the
questioner and the question for obviour reasons, but we're not going to,
because it gives us the opportunity to
ask ourselves a few questions and toss
in an all-consuming answer.
What good is the Strawberry
Festival, the Cotton Carnival, the
Mardi Gras, the Tournament of
Roses, the cotton-picking contest, the
Miss America pageant, the Paris Fish
Fry, The World's Fair, The Olympics,
any county or State fair, The Cherry
Blossom Festival, the Mountain
Laurel Festival, the Shrimp Boat
Regatta, the National Folk Festival,
the Fishing Derby, Benton 'Tater
Day, Black Cat Day, Sacajawea Festival, and literally thousands of other
events spread from coast to coast and
American boundary to American
boundary?
The answer is the same the world
over. Community projects, whether
they're on a small town level, or a
national or international scope, give
people an opportunity to work together, to share common interests, to
better their lives and their communities, to exhibit pride in their surroundings and to bring visitors in to
share this pride with them.
What good is living if we cannot
share the good things of life with each
other and with our neighbors from
near and far? What good is a Chamber of Commerce: Why do retail
merchants band together?- Why do
doctors, lawyers, contractors, oilmen,
insurance men, plumbers, radio and
press people band together? They do
so to share their common problems
and to up-grade the standards of their
particular fields of endeavor.
And yet, and perhaps we're prejudiced, we think the Banana Festi-

val has something more meaningful
than any other community effort
mentioned here or that is staged anywhere else in the world. For in Fulton, Kentucky, and South Fulton,
Tennessee, we have taken the occasion to prove that we understand our
neighbors across the ocean, by extending a hand in friendship; for it is
far better to "light one candle, than to
curse the darkness," of misunderstanding.
We look at our Banana Festival
as something real, something vital,
something refreshing on the national
scene. We view it as a long and arduous program to prove that cordial and
diplomatic relationships with foreign
nations must be individual endeavors
of every American, not alone with
the striped-pants diplomat carrying
an attache case into the embassies far
flung around the globe.
It is apparent that our sincere
dedication was embraced by highranking officials in diplomatic circles
in Washington,for why should such a
distinguished American as Averell
Harriman take time out from his busy
assignment to come here to share our
Festival with us. Why would ambassadors and the White House take
note of our program if they did not
believe as we do, that peace efforts,
like charity, begin at home .. . in
your home and ours.
That is why Operation Amigo, an
internationally distinguished organization, financed by some of the
world's great humanitarians and foundations, chose our twin cities to send
students here to live in our homes, to
go to school with us, to observe our
governments and our businesses. The
concept is that if a community the
size of ours can do it . . . so can the
world!
Our Banana Festival is a showcase of community initiative and togetherness. We feel privileged to help
a little to put a luster on the diSplay.
We're mighty happy that except for
an insignificant minority, the whole
town is in the show-case ... constantly striving to improve the image of
our community. There will be those
who will always want to hog the
camera when the shutter snaps after
the setting is already in focus, but
they are known without identifying
them.
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on Chestnut Street. It will house 400
men.
Of all the nice honors that were
bestowed on the late Bob White, we
think that the one that meant more to
him than all the rest was the appointment to the board of Regents of Murray State College. It was a well deserved honor for a deserving Kentuckian who had spent a life-time in
the pursuit of progress and development of the aret he loved.
The effort that Bob put forth to
bring Murray State College into its
proper position of influence in the
field of education was deeply appreciated by his fellow regents with
whom he served. The respect they
had for his ability as a businessman
as well as an educator was evident in
_ almost every session. They assigned
responsible duties of influence to him
and he performed far and above the
call of duty.
Bob White loved Murray State
College and Murray State College
loved him. It is fitting that this mutual devotion should be perpetuated by
naming a building for him. With the
curiosity inherent in young people we
know that the question will be asked
many times about the identity of the
man for whom the dormitory is
named. We hope that it will always
be answered in a manner to indicate
that the building was named for a
man who was a builder .. . of progress and of character.

the capsules and vehicles used by
our astronauts in their bold and
hazardous explorations of space
The National Aeronautics and
Space Administration is to be
thanked for making possible this
display.

easy to learn the words for right,
left, and straight ahead, but what
Oentinued Press Paso One)
can you do when it is more corn
tannins. There are a few super plex than that?
highways, all toll, around Mexico
I had had just elough college
City, but except for that area the Spanish some years ago that I
retraffic is so light that no better membered some of the basic
things
highways are really needed.
about the language, and my GerBusses are the most conspicuous man friend, spoke Italian fluently.
kind of highway traffic, followed Since Spanish and Italian are
by trucks—especially beer trucks. similar in many ways, he quickly
Gas was about the same price as Picked up enough to get around
American regular, but the best And with both of us pooling our
grade available was only compar- resources we were usually able to
able to the cheapest here. The get a fairly good idea of what we
government has a monopoly on the were being told.
oil business.
Mexico City was especially difAmerican tourists have been a ficult to get *found in. Except for
bad influence on the areas of Mex- a very few wide and magnificent
ico they most often visit. We boulevards, the capital's streets
definitely do tend to be what Mark are extremely narrow and choked
Twain called "innocents abroad." with traffic. Lacking expressways,
We are certainly too trusting and traffic moves at a maniacal pace
naive in a country where the poor- everywhere. it is European traffic
est of us is a wealthy man.
using American cars and is enough
Since most things are amazingly to send most Americans into hyscheap by our standards, many teria or at least shell-shock before
American tourists do not mind pay- they get used to it.
ing prices that are all right here
First-class bus service is combut eichorbitant by Mexican stand- parable to that in the United States
ards. Outside the cities Mexicans and the fares are unbelievably low.
bargain for almost everything, Train service is a little less luxurwhile we often accept the first ious.
price quoted, as we would here.
At one point we took a second
As a result, a little experience
with the average American tourist class train back into the jungles of
is enough to corrupt almost any- Southern Mexico to see some
one in a poor country. Where tour- ancient Indian ruins. It had been
ists are relatively rare, however, market day in the station village.
the people are still fairly natural. and all the modern-day Indians
were on their way home with there
It is not always pleasant to be
There were crates of
purchases.
fun
considered fair game, but it is
the aisles, pineapples
in
chickens
to show crooks that you know what
and whole stalks of bananas hang
they,are up to.
ing from the ceiling and all kinds
M virtually every service station of knives .and other things lying
was
I
areas
visited
heavily
in the
around. The seats were wooden
told we needed at least one quart -benches facing each other and
of oil. Usually all it took was a when it rained many of the wingood hard look from me and the dows wouldn't close. The cars
attendant would grin knowingly, swayed, lurched, jumped, jerked.
hand me the oil stick for a second and went through every contortion
check, and accept defeat. But one known to railroading. I'm comof us had to watch the other end pletely serious when I say it was
of the car at the same time. The one of the most enjoyable things
number of tricks worked out by the we did.
It
more corrupt is amazing.
10
at
due
was
train
return
The
an
always
Asking directions was
adventure, since neither of us spoke pm and arrived at 4 am, so we,
Spanish. Even though there were like all the other prospective pas
almost no signs, following the high- sengers, had to sleep on the conway in the country and through the crete station platform among the
smaller towns was no problem chicken crates. Than the train took
since it was invariably the only seven hours to go 80 miles. Where
paved road. In the cities, however, do you find such adventure in this
It could be a real problem. It was country?

Wayna Anderson—
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For sontt time a group of local
business men have been working
on plans for the organization of a
new bank in Fulton. Now plans are
nearing completion and the new
bank building will open just as
soon as possible in the building
occupied by the Atkins Insurance
Agency, which was once occupied
by the old National Bank. The incorporators of the new bank are:
W. & Atkins. Ira Little, Maxwell
McDade, R. H. White, Frank Beadles, Roy Latta and G. D. Latta of
Fulton and James F. Duncan of
Nashville.
Billy Homes, 12, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Masora, fell from his
bicycle while riding on cemetery
hill Monday afternoon, and sustained painful head injuries. He was
taken to the Fulton Hospital, where
four stitches were required to close
a gash on his head, but he is getting along nicely.
J. M. Calvin, to, who served as
superintendent of the Hickman city
schools for 29 years, resigned from
his duties July 1, after having given
41 years to school work. He came
to Hickman in 1916.
The Cub Scouts of Fulton held a
picnic at the Country Club Tuesday
night, July 31. Nelson Tripp, scout
leader, awarded Eisenhower med-

als to the cubs who had earned
them during the recent paper drive.
From Palestine: The homemakers who attended the county picnic
at Sylvan Shade on July 27 were
Mesdames Ed and Robert Thompson, Roy Bard, Harvey Pewitt, W.
D. Inman, Bob Evans and Joe Bazzell.
From Austin Springs: Housewives are busy canning and storing
a variety of foods in their larders.
Peaches are at their best in many
seasons. Tomatoes are ripening and
are being canned and made into
tomato juice. Grapes are plentiful,
too, and it seems all will be saved
for future use.
Mrs. Walter Pettit was honored
with a nice birthday dinner Sunday, July 29, honoring her 73rd
birthday. Many relatives and
friends gathered and enjoyed the
day with this good woman, with a
bountiful meal being served at the
noon hour.
From Latham: Late reports from
Lonnie Pettit, who sustained a
broken back while hauling hay and
is in Baptist Hospital at Memphis,
indicate that he is improving and
hopes to be brought home in two
weeks.
Several from this community attended the Farm Bureau meeting
at Martin last Friday.
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LET'S LOOK
IT OVER
By Gov.Edward T. Breathitt

Frankfort -. This year's Kentucky State Fair
—as new as tomorrow and studded
with "firsts"—promises to have
more spectator pulling power than
any of its 61 predecessors.
The dates are September 10-18,
and the place, as usual, is the Kentucky Fair and Expc.iition Center
off Watteraon Expreszway in South
Louisville.
Some of the biggest names in
show business have been booked
to headline productions in the coliseum and the stadium amphitheater during the nine days and
nights of fascinating exhibits and
entertainment.
Just look at these: Bob Hope,
the master comedian; Michael
"Little Joe" Landon, of television's
Bonanza; The Clinger Sisters, Homer and Jethro, Porter Waggoner,
Kitty Wells, The Step Brothers
and country-singing Red Foley.
Add the pageantry of 32 Royal
Canadian Mounted Police in their
Musical Ride at 11 performances
of the Rodeo and Horse Show, plug
the make-believe village of Hometown, Kentucky, and you'll see why
the 1965 Fair looms as such a standout.
Dedicated to the observance of
1965 as Homecoming Year throughout the State, Hometown, EenlinekT,
will spread across the green fiveacre }awn in front of the East Exposition Wing.
A guest register for visitors will
be set up in front of the general
store. New 1965 names will be
made part of the Fair's record
along with the signatures of those
who registered for the 1915 edition
50 years ago.
Commercialism has been eliminated in large measure from the
front of the fairgrounds and many
other physical changes are planned

for the September production.
The Midway, for instance, with
Its varied attractions, has been
moved to the back lot adjacent to
the baseball-football stadium, and
the stadium itself has been converted for the duration into an
amphitheater, with a covered stage
at home plate.
One of the shows set for production in the amphitheater is the big
Bob Hope spectacular, with The
Clinger Sisters and The Step Brothers at 8 p. m. on the nights of
September 16 and 17. It will be
Hope's first appearance at a Kentucky State Fair and his first appearance this year at any state
fair.
The executive director of the
Kentucky Fair, James W. Browitt,
said the other day at a press preview in Louisville that the State
Fair Board hopes to succeed this
year in blending into a comprehensive exhibit all that is best in the
agricultural, industrial urban and
rural life of the state.
The Fair will offer a total of
about 8190,000 in premium awards.
More than 10,000 livestock entries
and some 15,000 other entries in
other categories, including Old
Kentucky Country Ham, are expected.
The Horse Show at the Fair is
one of its greatest attractions and
always will be. Livestock and agricultural exhibits will be as numerous as ever. Special emphasis
will be placed on presentation of
the many exhibits in which women
excel.
A separate effort will be made to
recognize the important contributions made by business and industry to the progress of Kentucky.
Climaxing this salute will be the
awarding of Kentucky Industrial
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ATKINS, REAMS and TAYLOR
FOE YOUR

• FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
" FARM LOANS
OFFICE PHONE 472-1351

Bob White Hall Al Murray State College Is
Fitting Tribute To A Man Who Served It Well
The decision of the Board of Regents of Murray State College to
name a proposed new dormitory for
the late Bob White pleases us more
than we can say. The new dormitory,
to cost approximately $1,200,000.00,
will be the first built in a proposed
new complex to be built east of
Cutchin Stadium in an area fronting

by Ma-ostlers

Excellence Gold Medals to firms
whose product quality standards
contribute to the growth and image
of the state.
As fresh as today and as new as
tomorrow, the Fair also will have
on exhibition replicas of some of
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Action People move fast. Get straight to the point
when they want to buy, rent, or get things repaired.
Join the Action People. Find what you want fast. Shop
the Yellow Pages first.
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Brenda Ann Mohler, who will exchance marriage vows with James
Charles Nolan on September 11 in
the First Cumberland Presbyterian
Church of Warren, Mich., was the
guest of honor at a luncheon and
miscellaneous shower on July 24.
The party was given in the
Shadowoods home of Mrs. Roy
Maurer, with Mrs. Paul Drake and
Mrs. Joe Morgan co-hostesses.
The bride-elect is the daughter
of Mrs. Grace Mohler of Republic
Avenue, Warren, Mich. Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Nolan, of Detroit, are
parents of the prospective bridegroom.

The children of Mr. and Mrs.
Floyd Martin are honoring them on
their 40th wedding anniversary
with a week-long party at Rough
River Dam State Park this week.
Those attending include Mr. and
Mrs. J. R. Williams and son Dennis of Norman, Okla.; Mr. and
Mrs. John Herold, Johnny, Brian,
Tommy and Bruce of Cleveland;
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Martin,
Mike, Kathy and Vicky of Cincinnati; and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Bierer, Douglas, Barbara and
Nancy of Rochester, N. Y.
Miss Becky Bierer, who has
been visiting here for a week, will
go with her grandparents.

SWEDS VISITS
Hans, Carlheim, a student at
Stockholm University in Sweden,
Miss Diane Sharpe and Mark was i weekend visitor of Mr. and
Sharpe have returned to their home Mrs. Charles Walker. He spent the
In Tulsa, after visiting relatives In summer as a counselor at the Four
Fulton.
Rivers Scout Reservation.
SHARPES LEAVE
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Two popular brides-elect, Miss Lynne Holloway
and Miss Ophelia Speight, whose engagements were recently announced, were entertained at a luncheon at the
Park Terrace Restaurant on Wednesday, July 28. Hostesses for the occasion were Mesdames Gilbert DeMyer
and Charles R. Bennett and Misses Martha Lee and
Mary Orant DeMyer and Betty Bennett.

Magazine Drive
Planned To Get
Medical Aid
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The Marshall Alexander Post of
the American Legion Auxiliary in
Fulton and the Disabled American
Veterans of Hickman will sponsor
a magazine subscription drive in
the county, beginning Monday, to
secure hospital equipment.
The two organizations presently
The honoreers, their mothers and
a number of wheel chairs,
have
e
grooms-to-b
the
of
the mothers
Fujii mums, glith of the hostesses.
walkers, crutches and hospital
were seated at the head of a T
Each guest of honor was presentshaped table on which were ar- ed a wrought iron and ceramic beds, all of which are in use and
each has a waiting list. There is no
rangements of pink asters and trivet of Early American design.
charge for the loan of this equipwhite chrysanthemums interspersHollowere
Miss
guests
Invited
ed with greenery and bridal white way, her 'mother, Mrs. Wilburn ment.
white
and
The drive is conducted by Napink
satin bows. The
Holloway, Mrs. W. P. Burnette;
combination was completed in Miss Speight, her mother Mrs. Jack tional Organization Service. Ed
bridal place cards which marked Speight; Mrs. C. V1. Lockhart of Farley is the manager of NOS for
has reprethe places of the guests.
Mayfield; Mesdames Richard Card- Western Kentucky and
him in the sales
assisting
sentatives
Van
Robert
Jones,
Johnny
Bill
well,
Miss Holloway, bride-elect of
campaign. Each carries a letter of
Burnette of Fulton chose from her Doran, Nickey Forrester, Charles identification signed by the officers
Misses
Wade,
Wendall
knit
Lannom,
summer
piece
tv,o
trousseau a
of the Fulton Legion Auxiliary and
in a flatterlitg mustard shade with Nancy Bushart, Lynn Bushart, by the Disabled War Veterans of
WarJane
Hall,
green trim. Miss Speight, bride-to- Joan Carter, Sally.
Hickman.
be of Don Lockhart of Mayfield, ren, Judy Hoodenpyle, Ann Bowers,
Pam
Dunn,
Everyone is asked to participate
Carol
Hales,
Carolinda
Kentucky, selected a loden green
n drive in order
cotton featuring a tucked bodice Homra, Darlene Roberts, Cathy in this subscriptio
ns can get
and
organizatio
these
that
Burnette,
Aim
Ruth
Campbell,
buttons.'
self-covered
with
fastened
Any one
equipment.
hospital
needed
Omar.
Margaret
They each wore corsages of white
desiring information about the
drive may contact Scott DeMyer,
Johnnye Stayton, Mrs. Herman
Sams or Mrs. Nannie Austin.

L. E. Mooneyham, Wells Avenue, is shown using a
wheel chair which was loaned him by the Fulton
American Legion Auxiliary.

Six Teachers Added To Faculty
Of Fulton City School System

ers are: Bernard S. Boehringer,
social science and assistant coach;
Mary H. Cardwell, fourth grade;
The News takes pleasure in wishCarson Coleman, physical educaHappy Birthday to the following
Frank
coach;
tion and assistant
friends:
ing
Moore, junior high math and
August 6: Harry Barber, James
Mrs. Margaret Perry,
Richard E. Gossum has been science; and
Mills, Tommy Travis, Vivian Vick,
grade.
fourth
high
the
at
science
hired to teach
Marianna Weeks; August 7: FredRegistration and book day for
school. The new elementary teachColeman, Shane Freeman,, Joy
dy
the first six grades will be August Jones, Glenna Vetter; August 8:
26 and August 27 for the last six
Lester Brown, Dee Ann Hamra,
grades. School will start with a fullLoris Huffine, Carmen Weeks;
'Complete line of Hall- day session Monday, August 30.
August 9: Nancy Bagwell, Ethemark cards, tallies and
All schools in the system will be
Rogers, Jim Williams; August
lene
SeptemDay
Labor
for
dismissed
playing cards
and for the Banana Festival 10: DeWitt Matthews, Susan May6
ber
'Gifts in colored glass- September 30-October 1.
nard, Carol Ann Poyner; August
Brenda Barker, Larry Faulk11:
are
teachers
ware, brass, Goldtone
substitute
Available
Ruth Speight, Steve Walker;
ner,
Frank
Mrs. Lucy Andrews, Mrs.
and milkglass
August 12: James Thomas BarChambers,
Cassie
Mrs.
Cardwell,
'Pepperite printed staMrs. Guy Duley, Mrs. Maxie Fort- ham, Virginia Overby.
tionery, calling cards
ner, Mrs. Felix Gossum,
Mrs. Lois Haws, Mrs. Ruby L.
and notes
CELEBRATES 100TH
Heitheock, Mrs. Ova Howell, Miss
'Picture frames
McH.
Mary Martin, Mrs. Eleanor
Mrs. Anna Evans of Clinton
'Permanent flower arCann, Mrs. Nancy McConnell, Mrs. celebrated her 100th birthday last
rangements
Mettle Milner,
'Thursday. Scores of Friends and
Elsie Pro- relatives joined her for the event.
Mrs.
Poe,
A.
J.
Mrs.
arflower
ut
'Fresh-c
vow, Ralph— Puckett, Mrs. Ralph
rangements
Puckett, Mrs. R. V. Putnam, Mrs.
'Corsages and pillow
James Warren, and MIL Elisabeth
White.
corsages
The faculties at Terry-Norman
'Wedding flowers a specand Milton Elementary Schools will
ialty
remain unchanged.
Artistic funeral arrangements
TWIRLERS BACK

Six new teachers will be on the
faculty of the Fulton City Schools
when they open August 30. One will
be at Fulton Hign and the other
five at Carr Elementary.

Scoff's Floral Shoppe
Phone 472-1577
Carr at Commercial

Sewage Treatment Plant Operator
Trainee

City Of
South Fulton, Tennessee

Gail Bushart, Brenda McBride,
Letha Exum, Julie Powell. Judy
Merryman, Susan Baird, and John
Reed have returned from a week
of twhilag camp at Austin Peay
State Collage in Clarksville, Tenn.

ELECT BILL HALL
A young man,
in his most productive
years, eager to serve
his county with honesty
and dedication,'offers
his capabilities to
serve as
CIRCUIT COURT
CLERK
Of,
OBION COUNTY
nt
d.
Dp
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Mrs.E.J.Parsons
Dies Uaexpededly

DEATHS
W.T.Dillon

Mrs. E. J. Parsons, member of
the pioneer WooNIEfte family,
Funeral services for William
died unexpectedly
y at the
home of her daughter, Mrs. G. J. Thomas Dillon were held last Saturday in Hornbeak Funeral Home
Willingham.
chapel, with Rev. J. F. McMinn ofShe was the daughter of Col. E. ficiating. Interment was in PleasC. Reeds and the former Lou Wool- ant View Memorial Gardens.
dridge.
Mr. Dillon, 61, was a well-known
Mrs. Parsons was a favorite Fulton County farmer on Route 1.
niece of Col. Henry G. Wooldridge He died July 28 in the Fulton Hosof Mayfield and is represented as pital, after having been ill for three
a baby in the arms of one of the years.
figures in the famous Woolridge
Surviving are nis mother, Mrs.
family monument group in the
Ella Nora Dillon; two brothers,
Mayfield cemetery.
The family was one of Fulton's Glenn Dillon of Crutchfield and
earliest, and W. F. Wooldridge Fort Dillon of Fulton, Route 1; two
opened the first business here in nieces and a nephew.
1861.
She married James Thetford In
1997, and, after his death, remarried in 1914. Thetford Street In
Mrs. Rivie Geneva Reese, widow
northern Fulton was named for of Emmett Reese, of South Fulton,
her by her brother, Clint Reeds, died suddenly in the Fulton
Hoswhen he developed the property.
pital on Friday, July 30.
her
with
Mrs. Parsons had lived
Mrs. Reese was a native of }Eckdaughter and son-in-law for 40 man County, but had lived
in Fulyears. She was a member of the ton most of her life.
She was a
Methodist Church for many years. member of Johnson
Grove Baptist
Survivors besides Mrs. Willing- Church, where
funeral services
ham and Mr. Reeds are a sister, were held Sunday
afternoon, with
Mrs. J. S. Watson of New Orelans Rev. Robert
Moore and Rev. J. E.
and several nieces and nephews.
Rushing officiating. Interment was
Funeral services were held at 3 in the church
cemetery, with Hornpm Tuesday at the Whitnel Fun- beak
Funeral Home in charge.
eral Home with the Rev. W. T. Surviving
are a son, Robert
Barnes officiating. Burial was in Reese of
South Fulton; a daughter,
Fairview Cemetery.
Mrs. Anna Belle Chalk of Carmichael, Calif.; three grandsons, three
granddaughters, one great granddaughter; also, a sister, Rothie
Taylor, of Uniou City.

Mrs. Rivie G. Reese

"Life In These Twin Cities," Now
On Microfilm In News Editions
With the receipt this week of
microfilm prints of THE NEWS
for the years 1952-53, a complete
and unbroken file of this newspaper
since 1945 is now preserved on microfilm.
Film negative is maintained at
the University of Kentucky in Lexington, and prints are maintained
for reference purposes at the University of Kentucky library as well
as at the News office in Fulton.
In years to come, this microfilm
record will serve as an invaluable
reference source of the twin cities
and week-by-week news of this
area, since it is the only record of
its kind in existence.
This progressive step for the
communities and their citizens was

under-taken at substantial expense
by the editors several years ago
when they discovered that, although Fulton has had local publications in existence since 1880, not
a single one had ever made any
effort to preserve a complete
chronological file for historical
purposes, not even maintaining
bound files in their local offices until the 1950s.
The pages-of a community newspaper mirror the life of the community and its area week by week:
weddings, deaths, historical events,
organizations, officers, fires, accidents, expansion, merchandising
and all manner and scope of community activity. The files of a
newspaper are often used to verify
legal claims, write histories of or-

ganizations, and for personal family histories. The recording of the
newspaper on microfilm at the University microfilm center protects
these records tram toss iv fire at
the local plant, as well as theft or
mutilation. Reprints of the entire
series are thus easily obtainable
should the occasion arise.
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At such time as the Fulton Ubrary should add a microfilm reader, The News will furnish the library a free and complete set of
this series for public reference use
locally. The set at the UK library
is in similar use there, even now.

Postmaster Joe Trees announced
today that all Fulton, Kentucky
Post Office employees will be asked to take part in the new Postal
Efficiency Plan announced Wednesday, July 22, by Posttaster
General John A. Gronouski.
"The Postal Efficiency Plan includes comprehensive programs
for improving postal service and
reducing costs," Postmaster Treas
said, "It is our way of helping
President Johnson fulfill his pledge
to provide more effective and economical government services."
In Washington, Postmaster Gen-

TO SING
The Musical Boyds of Springfield,
Mo., will sing daily during the
South Fulton Baptist Church's revival August 15-22, and will present a special concert of sacred
music August 21.
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Post Office Men
To Participate In
Efficiency Plan

eral John A. Cronouski termed the
plan's twin objectives of economy
and service betterment "a matter
of highest priority" and called for
total involvement of all employees
throughout the Post Office suggestion program.
Semi-annual reports will be made
to the President, Mr. Gr000uski
said, and realized savings will be
reverted to the Treasury or applied
to improving postal service.
A local committee will be organized to fulfill the two purposes
of the plan: Brat, to reduce coats,
and second, to improve services.
Ideas generated by individual
employees will be taken up by the
committee. Accepted ideas will be
passed on to Washington for possible application on a national level.
Postmaster Trees will be chairman of the local committee to implement PEP.

Hi! - Come on in with us
...see our new home in

HOSPITAL NEWS

The following were patients in
Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
August 4:

Jessie H. Brundige

Jessie Homer Brundige, 79, of
Martin, Tenn., died July X in the
Volunteer General Hospital at
Martin.
Mr. Brundige was a retired farmer and a former Circuit Court clerk
and magistrate. He was a member
of the Central Baptist Church in
Martin.
Funeral services were held on
Wednesday, July 28, in the Central
Baptist Church, with Rev. Thomas
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Bobby Brashure, Mrs. Russell W. Pope officiating. Burial was in
Cruse, Mrs. James Leggitt, Mrs. -East Side Cemetery.
Tremon Hill, Mrs. Russell Sharon, Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Fulton; Mrs. Kenneth Houston, Gertie Brundige of Martin; six
Mrs. J. D. Campbell,South Fulton; sons, E. J. Briindige, of Martin
Mrs. Clarence Jackson, Velma Route 4, W. J., Reuben, H. C. and
Hawks, J. W. Bynum, Dukedom; Harold Brundige of Martin, and
Mrs. Modine Batts, Wino; Mrs. Cornell Brundige of Union City
Sam Mathis, Lynnville; Mrs. El- Route 3; one daughter, Mrs. Chesmer Farmer, Route 1, Clinton; ter hfcWherter of Martin Route 4;
Mrs. Roy Collins, Jewell Gilliam, one brother, J. D. Brundige of
Water Valley; Mrs. Loyd Rotlifts. Gleason, Tenn.; two sneers, Mrs.
Union City; Ed Chappell, Route 2, Paul Simmons of Dresden and Mrs.
Union City; Mrs. Jimmie Williams, Calvin Sandefer of Martin, thirty
grandchildren and one great-greaL
Mayfield.
grandchild.
FULTON HOSPITAL
Mrs. Leonard Copeland,. Mrs.
011ei Carney, Mrs. Martin Nall,
Mrs. Claude Crocker, Mrs. William
Osier Morris, 59, of Paducah,
Curd, Mrs. R. C. Omar, Mrs. Ellis
Beggs, Cathey Meacham, Fulton; died suddenly Monday morning at
Mrs. Calvin Evans, Curtis James, Union Carbide in Paducah, where
Mrs. A. Hornsby, Mrs. Dora IC1b- he was employed as a maintenance
bler, Mrs. Larry Carter, South Ful- carpenter.
Mr. Morris was a native of Fulton; R. B. Watts, Miss Judy Sparks,
Route 1. Fulton; Mrs. Leslie Cruce, ton, but had lived in Paducah for
Route 2, Fulton; Loney Anderson, the past twelve years. His wife
Route 3, Fulton; Bobby Melton, Is the former Miss Vergie PatterRoute 5, Fulton; Mrs. Claude Jobe, son, sister of J. H. and Vergil PatJohn Latta, Mrs. Nathan Gossum, terson of Fulton.
In addition to his wife, surviving
Water Valley; Wade Brown, Miss
Mae Asbell, Crutchflekl; Patricia are a son, Jerry Morris, and two
Holloway, Dukedom; Mrs. W. J. grandchildren, Joe and Julie MorFaulkner, Trimble, Tenn.; Miss ris, of Paducah; and cousins, Mrs.
Ells Frields, Route 3, Mardis; Mrs. Cecil Bolin, Mrs. Lorene Harding,
Charles Pittman, Kenton, Tenn.; Mrs. Wales Austin, Jack Morris,
Miss Joan McGinness, Hickman; Cyral Morris, Avery Hancock,
John W. Jackson, Route 1, Wingo; Curtis Hancock, Harry Hancock
and Sol Hancock, all of Fulton, and
Mrs. Helen Link, New Smyrna.
Hardin Morris of St. Louis.
Funeral services were held in
HELLO WORLD!
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. Paducah Tuesday afternoon, after
Kenneth Houston on the birth of a which the body was taken to Doug
daughter on August 4 at 3:05 a. m., Murphy Funeral Home in Martin,
In Hillview Hospital. She weighed with funeral services in the First
Baptist Church in Martin yesterday
eight pounds and eight ounces.
(Wednesday).
REVIVAL BEGINS
A revival meeting began Wednesday at the Johnson Grove Baptist
Church, and will continue through
August 15. Prayer meetings began
at 7, song services at 7:30, and
preaching at 8. Rev. Pat Rough of
Martin is the guest speaker.
JONES HOSPITAL
W. J. Shepherd, Mrs. Will Bethel,
E. A. Frazier, Doran Colley, Mrs.
Fannie O'Nan, Curtis Thurmon, R.
L. Cannon, Mrs. Warren Bard,
Deborah Sills, Fulton; Elmer Cannon, Route 3, Fulton; Mrs. Homer
Laws, Irvin Shan'din; Route 4,
Dresden.

Osier Morris
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County Schools
Desegregation
Plan Approved

The desegregation plan of the
Fulton County School System has
been accepted by the U. S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, according to a letter received by Supt. J. L. Barnett from
Francis Keppel, U. S. Commissioner of Education.
This provides a basis for the SPproval of applications for continued
federal financial assistance to the
county schools, as provided under
the Civil Rights Act of 1994.
In accordance with regulations
set up by the act, the plan will be
reviewed this fall and is subject to
review periodically by the Office
of Education to determine its adequacy to accomplish the purposes
of the Civil Rights Act.
Barnett has been requested to
forward data on the racial composition of the school system as a
result of pre-registration together
with comparable figures for the
previous school year.

JAMES HAZELWOOD
!MM.

Subscribe To The News

SUBURBAN ESTATES
One of the area's newest subdivisions on the Boaz Chapel
Road....turn left at the One and All Club...road signs
will direct you to the---

Beautiful Home with 20 Acres
Designed For Gracious Suburban Living
Suburban Estates is being developed especially for you who
want to make the move to uncrowded suburban living
yet located for your family's convenience
on Boas Chapel
Road, just off the Dukedom Highway. And Suburban Estates is
being developed especially for you who have always wanted to
enjoy all the comforts of city living, but with the beautiful
surroundings of a country estate .... here is your golden opportunity. Why not drive out, see the beautiful home, the spacious
grounds and find out all you want to know about a brand new
home in Suburban Estates.

YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO

OPEN HOUSE
Sunday, August 8 and Sunday, August 15
1:30 P. 14. TO 5 P. it
YOU WILL BE GIVEN PERSONALLY GUIDED TOURS, IF YOU WISH

• REFRESHMENTS BY COLA-COLA B017LING CO.
• ALL FMINISHINGS BY WADE FURNITURE CO.

Wilsoo A. Jones - Dewey Johnson
CODA CONTICTOR

DEVELOPER

51"
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Fifteen Students
From Area Honored
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Twelve students from Fulton and
three from Water Valley were on
the honor roll for the spring semester at Murray State College,
according to an announcement
made this week.
To be on the honor roll a student
must attain a 3.40 standing out of
a possible 4.00.
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Those from Fulton are Danny
Carver, Maxie Fortner, David Howell, Stanley Jeffress, Mrs. Johnny
Jones, Douglas McAlister, Jimmy
Newton, Sherrill Olive, Mrs. Harmon Pierce, Wanda Sandling, Linda
Warren, and Freddie Wells.
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Red Devils Slated
To Play In Martin

Heaney To Defend
Golf Championship

The South Fulton High School
Red Devils will participate with
seven other northwest Tennessee
teams in the annual football jamboree in Martin August 21.
Tickets are now on sale at South
Fulton High School for one dollar.
The local school will get the entire proceeds from these tickets,
while the mouey from those purchased at the gate will be divided
among the
eight participating
teams.

Football practice for
The three from Water Valley are
Devils
began monaay.
Sara Bennett, Leila LeCornu, and
Bobby Witherspoon.

Pat Nanney of Fulton will be th
defending champion in the Wes
Kentucky Open Golf Tournamer
to be held at the Mayfield Counts
Club beginning Saturday.
More than 150 golfers are ey
pected to participate in the tvi(
day meet.
Among the favorites to be conpeting for Nanney's title are Jame
B. Pryor and Freddie Lancastei
both of Mayfield. Pryor has wo.
the Irvin Cobb and Murray inv
tational tournaments.

the Red

CIRCUS COMING
The Fulton Jaycees will sponso
time three-ring Christiani-Wallac
Mrs. Pierce and Mrs. Jones both
The standard T-inch pencil can Brothers Circus at the Kitty Leagu
had perfect 4.00 standings.
draw a line 35 miles long.
ball park August 30.

AN

-Am
FIREMEN rushed to disconnect wiring and prevent the spread of the fire which destroyed the
G.H. Jewell home at noon lest Friday about six
miles north of Fulton on Highway 307.

JUDGE

O

Neighbors Save Bulldogs' Season
All Belongings Starts August 27
In Blazing Home With Obion Game

DAN
McKINNIS
HAS HELPED
SOUTH FULTON
IN MANY WAYS

HE HAS HELPED
OBION COUNTY

HE IS A GOOD
PUBLIC OFFIGAL

LET'S 11E-ELECT

Judge Dan McKinnis
Saturday, August 7

Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Jewell returned to their home on Highway
307 Friday at noon to find it in
ruins and still burning but all their
belongings being watched over by
friends and neighbors who had
saved them from the are.
A passing motorist, Scotty Stephens, had seen the fire coming from
the roof of the dwelling and stopped at a near-by house to call the
Fulton fire department and neighbors.
Edward Murphey, who lives near
the Jewell home, said numerous
neighbors and passing motorists
stopped and ran into the burning
house to rescue furr6shiniii and
other belongings before the fire
burned down from the attic.
Mr. and Mrs. Jewell were stopped by a friend and told of the
blaze as they started borne from
the Fulton bus station where they
had unsuccessfully tried to get reservations for a trip to Detroit to
visit a son.

Fulton High's Bulldogs will begin
their 1965 season Aug. 27 with a
game at Oblon County Central High
School, followed by a home game
with Fulton County Sept. 3.
After a second home game, with
Martin Sept. 10, the Bulldogs will
go to Crittenden County Sept. 17
and Murray Sept. 21.
In October games are scheduled
with Greenfield Oct. 8, Fort Campbell Oct. 16, South Fulten Oct. 22,
and Trigg County Oct. 29. The
Greenfield and South Fulton games
will be played at home.
The last game of the season will
be with Metropolis Nov. 5.
All home genies are scheduled
for Friday nights at 7:45. Prin.
Mansfield Martin of Fulton High
has urged local organizations to
keep these date in mind when
planning their aU activities.

S. F. PLANNING
Members of the South Fulton City
Commission and the Planning Commission met last week with representatives of the state p lanning
commission and of a private conFifteen students from Fulton
sulting firm to discuss the proCounty and three from Hickman
ceeciures and cost of preparing a
County will receive degrees from
master plan for the city.
Murray State College Friday.
Janet Allen, Mandel Brown, Av-a
McAskill, Frances McCann, Billy
Sensing, Betty Van Hoosier, and
THEATRE
Richard Wilkerson will be granted
Between Martin & Union City
masters of Arts in Education degrees.
Tuesday, Wednesday, Aug. 5-8
Nancy Bushart, Billy Don Cherry,
Double Feature
Frances Fields, Maxie Fortner,
Starts at 8:17
Judy Jones, Charles R. Murphy,
James Stewart - Shirley Jones
Ann Pierce, and Joyce Wright, all
TWO ROOS TOGETHER
of Fulton County, will receive
And at 10:08
bachelors degrees.
Dana Andrews-Janette Scott
From Hickman County, Carolyn
CRACK IN THE WORLD
Durben, Lana Lewis, and Roger
Titsworth will be granted bachelors
Thursday, Friday. Aug. 5-8
degrees.
Double Feature
Dr. Harry Spark; Kentucky
Starts at 8:17
Superintendent of Riblic InstrucWalt Disney's
tion, will make the
--.encement
THE SWORD IN THE STONE
address.
And at 9:47
The ceremony will be'
in the
Jack Lemmon-Ricky Nelson
THE WACKIEST IN THE ARMY College Auditorium at 3 pm.
Three hundred and thirty-two
students will receive degrees at the
Saturday, August 7
summer commencement, bringing
Three Features
Murray State's total number of
Starts at 8:17
graduates for the school year to
Tony Young - Dan Duryea
900.
HE RIDES TALL
And at 10:08
MYSTERIOUS ISLAND
Then at 11:32
SUGGESTION MADE
Guy Mitchell - Nancy Kovack
Further public testimony on the
WILD WESTERNERS
proposed rate increases for KenSunday, Monday, Aug. 8-9
tucky Blue Cross Hospital Plan's
Double Feature
direct-pay subscribers ended July
Starts at 8:07
19 with the suggestion that rates
Brian Keith-Vera Mlles
for subscribers over age 85 be
THOSE GALLOWAYS
frozen pending passage of the FedAnd at 10:28
eral Medicare bill.
The Three Stooges
THE OUTLAWS IS COMING
'MN Local Metres Firet

Celebration Values on
FRIGIDAIRE AMINE
BIG, BIG
SELECTION!

Greenfield Monument Works

*-

Ter

:$

• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night
• Open Sunday Afternoons
Panes
Call us

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Gretudiellt Teem

Greenfield
AD 11-181111

[

COLORS!
SIZES!

Our thriftiest FRIGIDAIRE
Frost-Proof 2-Door

Giant 577-1b. size
FRIGIDAIRE
Chest
Freezer!

NOW!

E EJECTOR KIT
•Zips o
a touch
Into 80-cube served Comm
with two 20-cube trays!
•No frost no defrosting evert
•Giant 106-lb. zero zone
freezer and more.

SUNSET DRIVE-IN

Is Ogseetles

(This ad paid for by South Fulton Friends of
Judge Dan McKinnie)

Fifteen Students
From This Area
Get MSC Degrees

MILLIONTH
PRODUCT

11311•1 no-trti 1L1 se. ft.
NINA stasis/I) 3 islets sr Wilts

GET THIS
SPECIAL PRICE
NOW

FRIGIDAIRE Pull'N Ckan
oven—divided top, tool

111•Mil Cfr.17J
111.8 cu. ft.

• Divas you years and years
of food security
• Fameellt Meter-Miser for
reliable zero zone cold.
• Slide-Aside basket for
foods used most often.
• Automatic Interior light

• Fast-freeze shelf.

NEARING END OF
SEASON LOW, LOW
PRICE
SOME REASONS YOU
SHOULD BUY
FRIGIDAIRE
from
GRAHAM FURNITURE
44 Years in Fulton, Ky.

• Exclusive Pull 'N Clean oven pulls out like a drawer
—for stand-up cleaning—other easy-clean features!
• Divided top has room for big kettles on all units.
• Speed-Neat surface unit
gets hot In seconds. •
• Cook-Master starts and
$
stops oven automatically.
• Two roomy storage drawers,
one waist-high, one
full-width.

289

31

Years a Frigidaire
Douse

Factory Trained Servicemen
Terms to lit your budget
We sell only FRIGIDAIRE
PRODUCTS — Because we
knew It is the REST AND MU
FRIGIDAIRE Customers of
Ours caWt be Wrong.

Graham Furniture Co.
303 WALNUT ST.

FULTON
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FARM SAFETY YEAR AROUND
JOB

ROY BARD, chairman, Fulton ASC County Committee, is presented.
18-year certificate and pin by George E. Little, member of the State
Committee. Left to right are T, M. Condor, Little, Kenneth A. Grogan,
Bard, and Clem Atwill.
— Photo by Black Insurance

S. L. BRANSFORD receives a 15-year certificate and pin from the Fulton ASC County Committee. Loft to right are T. M. Condor, Bransford,
Rey Bard, and Chim AIwIJI.
— Photo by Black insurance

1

VOTE
for
ED
LEE
STONE
for
COUNTY REGISTRAR
OF
ORION COMM
Saturday is Election Day. During my campaign for the Registrar ef Obion County, I have made every effort to visit each of
you In your homes and in your busiswisses. I regret that it was not
passible to see as many of you as I would have liked to, but I did
leave my card to it you know that I earnestly solicit your vote
and influence In my campaign.
I have also used newspapers and radio to contact you in order
to let you know that if you honor me with your vote and support,
and If I am elected, I will conduct the office efficiently and with
constant devotion to duty.
I earnestly ask that you review my qualifications to serve
THE FIRST TERM AS YOUR REGISTRAR OF OBION COUNTY.

ect iee Slone
CANDIDATE FOR REGISTRAR
(Paid Political Ad By Ed Lee Steno)

•

Is Yellowstone
the finest
Bourbon
in Kentucky?
Well,
its No.1
in sales.

This year's district dairy shows
for Kentucky 4-H and FFA youths
will open Tuesday at Shelbyrilk,
Commissioner of Agriculture Wendell P. Butler has announced. According to Butler, $19,500 is being
offered in premiums and awards at
the eight shows to be held during
August.
Following the She:byville show,
the seven others will be held, in
one at Mayfield August 16.
In 1964 Fulton County 4-H members showed 19 animals in the district shows, with local FFA boys
showing none. Other local youths
winning special awards included
Patty Nixon, 4-H Showmanship
winner: and Ruth Ann Burnett and
Pattie Mixon, 441 Breed champions.
The district dairy shows are
sponsored by the Department of
Agriculture insooperation with the
Extension Service, Vocational Agriculture, and local agricultural and

civic leaders. Butler said these
district shows were among the first
events established by the Department to promote the dairy industry
and to supplement the educational
activities of vocational agriculture
and the extension service.
Butler noted that more and more
emphasis is being placed on production. He said additional premiums are awarded youths Who have
animals with production records.
"Along with giving 4-H and FFA
members a chance to win prizes,
we want to give them an opportunity to observe and learn more about
good dairy practices," Butler stated.
Any farm youth who has enrolled
In a dairy project as a part of his
agricultural training and is a member of either 4-H or FFA is eligible
to participate in a district show.
Last year over 1,000 boys and girls
participated in the show program.

County FHA Plus
Picnic, Werk Day
The Fulton County FHA will have
a picnic next Wednesday and a
clean-up day Monday, it was decided at a meeting of the executive council Sunday.
The picnic will be at Magnolia
Beach on Reelfoot Lake. Members
and guests are invited and are to
take picnic lunches to be spread.
The clean-up day will be held at
Fulton County High School Monday at 5. Those participating are to
take sack lunches.
Attending the executive council
meeting were Jean Everett, Linda
Hawkins, Agnes Bacon, Sheila
Bass, Paula Bass, Fonda Adams,
Teresa Williams, Janice Hawkins,
Barbara Adams, and the sponsors,
Agnes Sublett and Mrs. Jackie
Davis.

6 years old.
RI PROOF

$r $155

Infections Disease
Killing Lake Fisk
An infectious disease is responsible for massive fish kills in Kentucky Lake, according to the Tennessee Game & Fish Commission
and the Tennessee "alley AuthorityMore than seven million pounds
of fish have been reported lost
and dead fish have lined the banks
up and down the vast impoundment.
Fish disease usually occur ID
over-crowded fish populations that
are not being adequately harvested
the agencies reported.
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SELL and TRADE

LITTER ILLEGAL
New and Used Shotguns.
Littering of the waterways is alPistols.
RION
ready subject to stiff Federal penalties, including a fine of not less
Leader Sporting Goods
recommend and use only the Sevin than $500 per offense or imprisonInsecticide. When spraying use at ment for not less than 30 days, or 414 LAZE ST.
PHONE WI
least 10-LS gallons of water per acre both.
Joe Martin, County Agent
to get rundown in whorl. The nozzles must be directly over the row
C. (DOC) ADAMS
Unless City, Tenn.
A 1..
and the tractor should be driven 11 tj'vW,:iirlill"WilIA's
',
VillikVONVOL11.. _ ..
.‘".
Farmers May File Per Pederal slowly.
Gasoline Tax Refund
Almost Fantastic Alfalfa Yields
'
4.40414‘‘IL le,VOY6%%
INN"...'AS •
.
r a
Beginning July 1. Obion County
Alfalfa fields in Obion County
eltillaftiew•• .„.. iii1 ,....
farmers started making application have undoubtedly yielded more this 144411111%III eri si',.
pm •.• : '.
"5
with the U. S. Internal Revenue year than ever before. Almost 5
Department to have Federal gaso- tons per acre have been cut off e.
",
6 ."
r.oI.1.1".".1...0..4,.
line tax refunded to them on gaso- most fields, and a lot of fields will
US 45-51 By Pass EIghlands - Fulton
line that was used on their farm be cut two more times. Some farmfrom July 1, 1994 through June 30, ers such as Roy Crabtree and Guy
1965.
Cole revert yields of 6 to 7 tons
•
per acre. Farmers operating cusThe rate of the refund is 4 cents
tom bailers report the quality of
per gallon and farmers have until the hay unusually high.
September 30, 1965, to make appliEven though we may be bothered
cation for the refund of the 4 cents
tax. All farmers that filed for a re- with the alfalfa weevil, with yields
fund of the tax last year should like farmers are getting from
have recetvea tnrougn me mail ine alfalfa this year we still need a lot
proper form to use in applying for more alfalfa seeded in Obion Counthe refund. But if you failed to get ty.
a form we have a supply in our ofFarm Dates To Remember
fice and the Farm Bureau Office
has a number of the forms.
August 13 - Feeder Pig Sale Brownsville.
Budwernis Westing on Late Cent
August 30-September 4 - Obion
During the past few days, we County Fair.
have received several calls about
Budworms working on late corn
KEEP THEM CLEAN
and I have been in many fields
where the budworms are damaging
"Let's keep our waterways clean
the corn. The budworms that we and tree of litter—or someday Kenare finding are the same as the tucky just won't have the water it
corn earworm or cotton bollworm. needs, for drinking or recreation or
The worms are greenish colored anything else." So declared Goverand measures are recommended if nor Edward T. Breathitt in endors20 to 25 percent of the plants are ing a statewide "Clean Waterways
infested.
Crusade."
FREEI 28-page booklet "Why
DION 8easeene Tell Me About AR
Insecticides that are recommendThese Uses tar Viewed"Write WIGS
ed for corn buchrorms are DDT, Metal workers in the mountains
COMPANY, 2400 Nicholson as,,
Toxaphene, Endrin, Sevin, and of western Iran made excellent
Kamm City, Me.
Diazinon. For silage corn I would steel 3,000 years ago.
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Falstaff Brewing Carparstion of St. Louis, ifimam,

There's light-hearted living
in light-hearitkck

or.*

Falstaft

Barnette - Rixson
Cows Set Records
Two registered Guernsey cows in
the herd of Bornette & Hizson have
recently completed top official AIR
actual production records, according to The American Guernsey
Cattle Club. All cows were milked
2 times a day. The testing was
supervised by the University of
Kentucky.
Willow Wildes Maxim Beauty, a
5 year old, produced 12,368 pounds
of milk and 00t pounds of fat, in
305 days. Willow Wildes V Marvel
a Sr. 3 year old, produced 11,413
pounds of milk and 536 pounds of
fat, in 305 days.
PROGRAM MOVING
Kentucky's hog cholera eradication program is moving along real
well, Commissioner of Agriculture
Wendell P. Butler reports. He noted
that over 44,000 pigs have been
vaccinated since the regulations
went into effect April

by
a
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a
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WHEAT,NEWS
Work on 1966 wheat allotments
has been completed, according to
the Fulton County ASCS. Notices
will be mailed to proclucers at a
later date. A national wheat referendum is expected to be held shortly afterward.

treateoky straight Bourbon.i.Proof & 150 Pews( Bottled-la-Bond
• Yellowstone Distillery Co.. Loulsvilic Kentucky.

The National Safety Council designates a week in July every year
as Farm safety week. With the
coming harlest season, I would
like to stress Farm Safety now. It
is the harvesting machines that
take the heavy toll in accidents this
season of the year. Even though
special emphasis has been placed
on farm safety I feel we should
look at a few items for accidents
for fall.
Each member of the farm family
should be always on the lookout for
an accident even before it happens. Among the major causes of
deaths and accidents are: drownagricultural
machinery,
lags,
chemicals, falls, and motor vehicles.
Drownings acconnt for about 20
percent of the fatal aecidents on
farm lands in many communities.
For this reason, those who own
large farm pond, are urged to permit only supervised swimming
with adequate life saving equipment available. Many communities
have emergency units for life saving and these fellows do a wonderful job and are called upon often
by all communities. I would say
that here is an avenue for a civic
minded group to follow. It isn't
necessary for you to be close to a
large body of water to warrant
suds an emergency unit. They are
used in all phases of life saving,
not just water accidents.
Machinery is the leading cause of
fatal farm accidents in most states.
If only operators would use the
safety devices provided by the
manufacturers of farm machinery,
losses would be greatly reduced.
Let me say again, Machinery
Should Always Be Stopped When
Worked On And Should Never Be
Ridden Unless There Is A Seat
Provided For Another Passenger
Or Workman!
Agriculture chemicals are being
more widely used every cry year
and many of them are very dangerous if not used as directed. The
only safe method to use is relation
to this fact is to handle such chemicals according to the directions on
the label to the letter. The menufaetsrers know what their product
will and will not do and you the
user could not possibly know a
safer method. Just remember this
a short cut here, could shorten a
life!
Falls are responsible for nearly
half the fatal accidents on the farm.
First, discourage dangerous substitutes for ladders and always
keep idairs in the home or barn
free of obstructions. There are
many other causes of accidents and
hazards that should be avoided
such as improper lighting of farm
vehicles for late afternoon or night
travel. I feel we here in Kentucky
could do well to look at Minois
highways in relation to farm vehicles. They require a RED FLAG
4 feet above the driver or the vehicle and it should be on a staff.
You would be surprised just how
far this can be seen over a hill, to
serve as a warning to all motorists.

District 4-H, FFA Dairy Shows
To Begin In Kentucky Next Week

LAKE TO RISE
Bartley Lake will be impounded
to its minimum operating depth of
346 feet in late October or early
November. Next erring the lake
will be raised to 394 feet and the
canal opened between It and nearby Kentucky Lake.

AMERICA'S PREMIUM QUALITY BEER

METER DISTRIBUTING COMPANY
123 NORTH TENTH STREET
Paducah. Ky.
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Baptist Youth
Assembly Plans
Morality Study

•CAYCE NEWS
By Who Alaimo B4114111111Lat

• DETROIT NEWS
sr. Rey Mamma

Clubs Meet Jointly
Al Chestnut Glade

at the 4-H Center at Milan on August 19.
Those from the Chestnut Glade
Club were: Mrs. Laverne Owensby, Mrs. Wayne Grissom, Mrs.
Orvin Morrison, Mrs. V. C. Simpson, Mrs. Jim Burke, Mrs. W. C.
Morrison, Mrs. Lucy Gibbs, Mrs.
Ellen Brown, Mrs. Ada Rhodes,
Mrs. Paul Reams, Mrs. Jimmie
Westbrook, Mrs. Wiley Sims and
Mrs. Harvey Vaughan. Mrs. J. T.
Ellis was a visitor with the Chestnut Glade Club and drew the door
prize.
Members of the Chestnut Glade
Club wish to extend thanks for a
most pleasant and profitable visit
with the Friendly Neighbors Club.
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Sparks To Speak
Al loads Meeting

go to other states.
Mrs. Pearl Fisher, of Memphis,
In addition to funds for highway
spent last week with Mr. and Mrs. The weather here is so cold that
The Chestnut Glade Home DemCharlie Sloan and other friends the furnace has been on at nights onstration Club met
construction,
the bond issue alsc
in the home
for several days now.
here.
contains earmarkea money for
V.
of
R.
Mrs.
Darnell
for
the
July
"Youth and Questions of MoraliMrs. E. W. Bethel, of Fulton, Several Kentucky folks, with meeting, as guests of the Friendly
Dr. Harry Sparks, Superintendent Murray State College and other
ty" is the theme for the second an- spent a few days last week
friends, held a picnic August NeiShbors Club.
projects in western Kentucky.
with
of Public Instruction, will be the
nual Kentucky Baptist Youth Con- her mother, Mrs.
1 at Rochester Utica Part and
Bessie
Allen.
ference on August 2-6. ApproxiAlter a regular program, with
speaker when the Kentucky Better
Guests in the home of Mrs. a good crowd attended with
mately 300 young people, ages 15- Daisie Bondurant and
basket
attending
each
lunches.
club
to
The Cherokee, Iroquois, arse
business,
a
Roads Council holds its seventh
Clarice last
34, are expected to attend the five week were Rev.
regional meeting at 6:30 p. m. this Muakogean Indians are the only
Mrs. Alma Schoen, of Manning potluck luncheon prepared by the
LaRoyce, Rev. E.
day conference at Cedarmore Bap- A. Mathis of
Thursday at Murray State College. tribes in North America known tc
Pardin, Ky., Rev. Avenue, is spending three weeks in hostess club was served. After a
tist Assembly near Bagdad.
social hour, Bill Summers, from
Hugh Parsons of Houston, Texas, Hawaii on her vacation.
have hunted with blowguns.
The meeting is to be held in supthe General Telephone Company,
Speakers include Dr. John M. Mc- Rev. and Mrs. flack Shaul and
Mrs. Oma Pierson is spending
port of the $176 million bond issue
presented a Program concerning
Ginnis, pastor, Bell Avenue Baptist children, Steve and Sarah Lynn, her vacation
in Bowling Green, the use of direct
to be on the November ballot.
Church, Knoxville, Tenn., and Dr. and Gay Upton.
dialing,
which
the
Ky., visiting relatives and friends. Dresden
Area will have beginning
John C. Huffsnan, pastor, First
The bond issue contains $139 milMesdames J. ". Inman and DenLester Britt, of Frontenas Blvd., August
1.
Baptist Church, Mayfield, Ky. Dr. ver Bradshaw,
lion for highway construction and
spent
some time back home in
of
Ridgely,
Tenn.,
Huffman will emphasize the theme were Thursday
BUREAU APPROVES
will be matched by the federal govLater games of Bingo were playdinner guests of Kentucky recently.
of "Youth and Questions of Morali- Mrs. Daigle
Kentucky Farm Bureau ernment with $507 million. Failure
The
Mrs.
ed,
Sarah
Bean
and
Bondurant
sons
at
are
and
followed by hyrrn singing.
Clarice.
ty." Dr. McGinnis will give four
Federation board of directors has to approve the bond issue, the
Mrs. Rue]
New Testament character drama- David, spent Pafford and son, Mr. and Mrs. Jim Cates', her parvoted to favor passage of the 176- Council reported in announcing the
last week with her ents home, on a visit, as her home
Plans
made
were
ANDREWS
for
several million-dollar state bond issue
tizations.
Murray meeting, means that Kenmother, Mrs. Frankle McClellan.
Is in Arizona where it is always from each club to
attend
the which will be voted on by referen- tuckians will continue to pay fedJewelry Company
Miss Sue Ammons, of Memphis, hot.
spent the week end with her pareral taxes but federal hinds will
Rev. Terrance McCain, of Faith county-wide picnic, which will be dum in November.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Jim Ammons. Church, is back from his vacation
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Binford, and Mrs. McCain has a lot of
of Puller), 'Mo., spent Thursday catching up to do on her housenight with Mrs. Virgie Bondurant work.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Drake left
This year the railroads will spend and Saturday night with Mrs. EmSunday for three weeks back home
a billion dollars—a full two thirds ma Brown.
Mrs. Emma Brown and Mrs. In Alabama on vacation and to take
of their predicted record 1915 capital outlay of $1.68 billion—on buy- Virgie Bondurant spent last week care of other matters.
ing new freight cars to provide bet- with Mr. and Mrs. Leonard BinMrs. Euna Rodgers and son, J.
D., came and took his mother back
ter transportation service to their ford, of Puxico, Mo.
MT. and Mrs. Everett Smith spent home to merry Kentucky for a
customers.
flat bit of news comes from the last week in Memphis with Mr. long visit, as she has not been back
Association of American Railroad.r. and Mrs. James Smith and family. in a long time. She is the lady who
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Simpson and was in Ford Hospital for many,
It adds that last year more than
80,000 new and rebuilt freight cars daughters, Pam and Tam, of many months.
Mrs. Elude Turner went to Arwere installed by railroads and Flint, Mich., and Howard Sloan of
private owners. The 1965 figure is Muskegon, Mich., are visiting Mr. kansas for a family reunion. There
are nine children and, with all the
expected to exceed 85,000--the high- and Mrs. A. Simpson.
Sunday afternoon guests of Mrs. grandchildren, they will have a
est total since 1957.
Moreover, just the numbers don't Daigle Bondurant and Clarice were full house in the old farm-house.
c(-0
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Hays and sons
tell the whole story. The modern Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Burnette, Mrs.
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Mr.
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comings and goings and docapacity is 78 tons, compared with
54 tons for those being retired. Mrs. A. Simpson were Mr. and Mrs. Duke of Water Valley, Ky., on
ings
of many people. Whether
Billie
Simpson and daughters, How- August 15.
And some of the ears are real
ard
Sloan,
Most
Mr.
of
you
people
and
Mrs.
have
a
home
Joe
Woodgiants. The "Big Boy" boxcar, for
you live in the city or you just
instance, is capable of hauling the side of Union City, and Mr. and state to go to, but when I leave
come
to town occasionally from
Mrs.
Michigan 1 am leaving my home
Lemuel Simpson.
output of 90 acres of tobacco. The
state.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ben
Gadberry
and
covered hopper ear can accommothe small town or farm, you
Rev. Nunn held a revival at Holy
date 100 tons of grain. The "preg- daughters, of St. Louis, spent the
have experienced this hustle
nant whale" tark car can haul week end with Mr. and Mrs. Bill Grove Church in Brighton, Tenn.,
which
Gadberry
was
well
and
attended
at
Freddie.
both
30,000 gallons of chemical or petroland bustle. It reminds you that
daily services.
eum products. And some 21,000
all life sometimes gets too hurWe had Rev. McDonald as our
special flat cars are at work carrypreacher
last
Sunday.
CHESTNU
He
broteght
T
GLADE
ing piggyback traffic today. Last
ried, too .frantic with all we
a very good message and the
year, it is interesting to note, nearBy Mn. Harvey Vaesbn
must do. We need a time to
church
was very nearly filled to
ly two million truck hauls "took
capacity.
Sunday
evening
we
had
the train".
stop and somewhere to go to
Two very lovely teas were en- a good song service, with Leslie
joyed by a large number from this McAlister reading a passage of
find peace and respite from all
community last Sunday afternoon. scripture from the book of Job.
DUCK'S 24 HOUR
this. Have you thought of
One was at the Mart Reed borne, Roy sang a solo, "How Great Thou
honoring Mr. and Mrs. Larry Bew- Art," Mrs. Ntmn played the piano.
trying God? Job 22:21 says,
ley, who were recently married.
Miss Brenda Ann Molger's show"Acquaint
now thyself with
Mrs. Bewley, the former Betty Gay er at our house was well attended,
Reed has lived in Ames, Iowa, the with about fifty women, plus three
— Radio Dispatched —
God and beat peace."
past year, where she was a Fel- men, there and, as usual, I
How sweet it is to be in
lowship student at Iowa State Col- ate too much,
106 W.Stab Lb*
lege. Relatives and friends are
You may be on a vacation or
God's house, to feel close to
happy to know that they will be visiting, but don't forget, there is
Him,
to listen to His word.
located in Memphis.
always a church not too far away.
The other tea was in the home So, why not go, then tell us about
Tension leaves. Peace of soul
of Mrs. Charles Pair in Martin, it when you return and bring a
Night,, Dial 472-1,71
arrives.
Won't you attend
honoring Miss Shirley Sheffield, bulletin, as I hang them up so we
bride-elect of Billie Copeland. many all can see them.
God's house this week and see
lovely gifts were most attractively
When driving on a highway rewhat
he can do for you?
displayed at each of these homes. member to stop now and then and
Mr. and Mrs. Maynarti Reed, come borne relaxed, not all tired
from Nashville, were week end out, as the highway will be there
visitors with homefoLks.
when you are not.
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Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Joe BrunI need news for our paper. Call
dige, from Nashville, visited Mr. as soon as you can, 293-8161.
The Church is Cod's appointed agency in this weld for spreading the knowledge eillis has
and Mrs. Irvin Brundige last week.
man and of His demand for man to respond to that love by loving his neighbor. %Thiele
for
Mr. and Mrs. Garrett Brundige,
from Nashville, visited Mr. and • AUSTIN SPRINGS
':.•:.
the gresedies in the love of God, no government or society or way of life will loss
Mrs. Irvin Brundige last Sunday.
persevere and the freedom eldrit we beid so dear will inelitobly perish. Therefore, even
By Wm Carey Frieda
Mrs. Fred Vaughan was hostess
freer e'AA print•f view, eat skald sopped the Church for the sake of the welfare
for a Stanley party Monday afterof himself ail his fivally. leyead that. hesterter, every person shoold uphold cad parnoon. Mrs. Pamela Simmons Jones
The dedication service was held
is the demonstartor.
at New Salem Baptist Church the
ticiples is She therdi fawn If Seth the trials about man's life, death and destiny; the
An.sannas Installed
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Bewley are past Sunday afternoon, with a full
tn.& Aids doss sill sal him free to live as s child of God.
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. program, dedicating the Sunday
00slossan Adr.$er.,P.O. lox 20067, Dallas 20,Texas
A. B. Reed, and other relatives.
School rooms, since all indebtedThis appears to be another very ness has been paid in full. The
busy week for all in this communi- church and the pastor, Rev. Ruswith the bountiful amount of sell Rodgers, are now very gratety,
TELEVISION
vegetables and fruits to be pre- ful for the progress made during
THIS SERIES OF CHURCH ADS IS BEING PUBLISHED THROUGH THE COOPERATION OF THE LOCAL MINISTERIA
306 Main Phone 472-3643 pared for freezing and canning, the past few years. The enrollment
L
ASSOCIATION AND IS SPONSORED BY THE UNDERSIGNED INDIVIDUALS AND BUSINESS INSTITUTIONS
with all farm work at the peak.
grew tremendously in Sunday
School, thus the need of new class
moms. There are now seven class
rooms for all ages and groups. INTERSTATE OH.COMPANY
William Ward, Livestock
Hickman - Fulton
Get the highest rate en your savings at
R.E.C.C.
with the Men's Adult Class meeting
Jobbers el Shell Products
We buy and sell daily
in the auditorium.
Security Federal Savings and Lean Asso"Live Better Eledrisellya
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ciation at 124 East Center Street In Sikeston,
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last week at the Knob Creek
Kentucky Ave., Fulton
Phone 4724471
Church of Christ, with Vacation
SMALLMAN
Rice Insurance Agency, Inc.
Bible School held each afternoon
and preaching nightly. Two candiLennox gas furnaces, air cendlikelawat
See us for all your Insurance needs
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all-electric heat pump; electric fenmees
of Friday night's service.
331 Main St.
Phone 472-1341
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ROY BARD HOL3RED
Roy Bard, of the Fulton ABC
County Committee, has been preaented a ten-year certificate and
service pin by George E. Little,
member of the ASC State Committee.

THE(xiLaza% BANK

Henry L Siegel Company, Inc.

MARINE OIL COMPANY

Make our beak your bank
Hickman, RV.

Phone

mum

Pullen and South Pullen

Wed State Line

Fulton, Ky.
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SCHOOL BOARD OF EDUCATION
PLAN OF COMPIAANCE WITH
TITLE VI OF THE CIVIL Ricers
AC'T OF 1964 FULTON crrY
(IND) BOARD OF EDUCATION,
FULTON, KENTUCKY.
FULTON, KENTUCKY
The Fulton City (Ind) Board of
Education, Fulton, Kentucky in
meeting assembled this 19th day of
July, lam, adopted the following
plan of compliance with the 1964
Civil Rights Act:
I. FREEDOM OF CHOICE

CLASSIFIED LDS

All persons having claims against
the estate of William T. Dillon, deceased, are notified to file claim,
according to law, with the undersigned at Crutchfield, Kentucky,
not later than October 31, 1965.
Glenn Dillon
Administrator of the estate
of William T. Dillon

GET HORSE FEED FREE! Get
50 pounds of Southern States Horse
Feed free with each 300 pounds you
buy. August-only offer. Southern
States Fulton Cooperative
phone
479-2552.

APPLIANCE BARGAINS. Moneysaving low prices through August
14 on Southern States quality Appliances. Paying nothing for 60
days!
C.—Pupils transferring into the Southern States Fulton Cooperative
Fulton City System for the school Phone 479-2352year 1965-1966 who did not attend
SAVE ON APPLIANCES at your
school in such system during the Southern States Appliance Agency
school year 1964-1965 and who are through August 14. Freezers, refrig3ot commencing the first grade, erators, washers, dryers, air condishall by and through their parent tioners, many more. Nothing to
3r guardian or other person stand- pay for 60 days!
ng in loco parentis, register at the Southern States Fulton Cooperative
school of their choice on August Phone 479.2352.
16th or 17th, 1965.
APPLIANCE S A L E. Now,
D.—In case of overcrowding,first through August 14, at your Southpreference in choice of schools will ern States Appliance Agency.
be given to those pupils who regis- Money-saving prices. Nothing to
!er during August 9th through Aug- pay for 60 days. Freezers, refrigoat 13th, 1965.
erators, washers, dryers, air conE.—The choice made at the time ditioners, many more.
of registration as hereinabove set Southern States Fulton Cooperative
nit shall be binding for the school Phone 479-2352.
year 1965-1966
F.—The foregoing plan of registration will be followed annually,
except that registration for the
19064967 school year and each year
thereafter shall take place during
the last full calendar week of
April, Monday through Friday.
Students who fail to exercise
heir mandatory choice will be stamped to a school nearest their
-esidence.
Note: Registration forms will be
nailed direct to parents of chil..tren involved.

DEWEY JOHNSON
SAVE! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
All types of Insurance
"Covering liverylliksg"
422 Lake St.

Phone 472-1501 Fulton, Ky.

is the center of the nation's banana
distributioo. Fulton is located halfway between New Orleans, the
country's greatest banana port, and
Chicago and is in the center of the
Eastern half of the United States.
As the hub of five lines, Furnn
is the main diversion point on the
Illinois Central Railroad, the big
For many years the community gest carrier of the finger-shaped
has prided itself on the fact that it fruit after it arrives in New Orleans

U.S.D.A.Inspected

RELICS SOUGHT

Hospital beds
Frankfort—If you have an old
Baby beds
:elks from the Battle of Perryillle, if you know where they can
Vacuum Cleaners
had, State Parks Commissioner
Floor polishers
lobert D. Bell and the Perryville
tdvisory Committee would like to
WADE FURN. CO.
-lave them for the new museum at
Fulton, Ky.
Phone 472-3503
?erryville Battlefield State Park.
Youll Say they're delicious'

BARBECUED RIBS
num THE KEG RESTAURANT
Fulton. Ky.

cut-up split-up or
quartered — lb. 31c

SUPER RIGHT — FULLY MATURED BEEF

lb. 27c Rump Roast
.78c Turkeys
n
$189 Dolognaw
3
Bronschwilew

SUPER RIGHT
BONELESS BEEF

FRYERS
Steaks
Perch Fillet Fomt"
SUPUE7GHT

and Mobile by ship from Guatemala, Ecuador, Honduras, Panama, and Costa Rica.
From 2,000 to 2,503 refrigerated
cars of bananas come into the Twin
Cities from the Gulf coast each
and every month. The carloads of
delicate fruit are all immediately
re-iced to prevent spoilage and are
speedily sent out all over the country.
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494
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COME TO A&P FOR NATtlyfIfIRgymplp.rofit VEGETABLE BUYS
MIBIANNA
CALIF. U SIZE
3
CANTALOUPES
For 890

ORANGES
PLUMS s POTATOES U S. No.
sr
150 Watermelons ! ". r. Each 59c 10m 694
'Peaches'
Ca-99e Cheese Slices;:•"-ScwL4.494
Margarine
.:.61`.6.89c Vanilla Ice Cream
,Pineapple
214:1494 Apple Pie
'Cake•Mixes.
32e.sot Loaf Cake
Kraft Mayonnaise
594 Angel Food Ring soveicid 174..39$
IIALLARDS OR PILLSBURY
Apr
BORAX 1.1
1%-0Z.Th
I White

Be
%
.20i

Yellow Cling

ION

GehIsta Quarters
144d1"
Cherry Star
SLICED

Miwv 1 G.8"
.
)$1.05

Vetil:thress

Jame Porker

Sows 16e

Jon, Porker
Bonen. Nut

Seam 19e

Toveitil
ek.jt.

Qt. jet

FAB

orodir

BISCUITS

(4.4 324) BOX
BOX

4c OFF

Lb

Crisco Shortening. 3c.;85c
;
474
.3
7
Napkins
CLEANSER -AxindliV Vanity FairWrap7
4,„
1Roll
AJAX LIQUID =no Reynolds
Purex
Bleach
35c
CLEANERC:04.(69)70c Birdseye Awake= 9J:: 380
Both
Soap. 2Etc"314 Vet 47t 15E1 334 HiesC Drinks
3'A85t
Soap 117: 4aars43c VelSondwi.Soap 3'21•384 Hot Shot Insect Bomb":129
Vel. 1611- , Baggies
334
Bleach Pkg.50°' 294 Potato Salad
Kill
Soaky
41 tl Real
694
WHITE CLOUD
AJAX(249)

Vz Gal.

Polmolive

Detergent

Palmolive

Beauty Bar

2

All Flavors

Uquid (12-0z.) 1 -Pint

Reads Geroge.

Liquid

Insecticidg,
Spray

1 1 -Os.
Bottle

16-0z.
Con
Qt.
Can

Pt. 690

11:16

Deodorant

WE RENT - -

Lake Street

asked the question time and again.
The answer is the same: While, of
course, no bananas are grown in
the twin cities in far-western Kentucky and Tennessee, they are "the
banana crossroads of the United
States" and "the banana capital of
the nation."

NOTICE

A.—Effective with the commencement of the school year 1965-1966,
all student& in the public schools of
Fulton City Schools shall have freedom of choice, in the manner and
through the medium hereinafter
stated, to attend any school in the
Fulton City School system, regardMALE HELP WANTED - Fdecless of race, color or national orgin and enjoy the benefit of all trolux needs two men in Fulton
services and facilities available at area, to earn approximately $85.00
said school. The freedom of choice per week to start. Write Electrolux
herein granted is granted to the Corporation, 111 South Sixth Street,
oarent, or guardian of the pupil or Paducah, Ky.
3upils involved, or to such person
TV ANTENNAS: We install —
standing in loco parentis to such Trade-repair and
move. Get our
freedom
pupil or pupils, and such
We
service
prices
all makes TV.
,f choice is mandatory and must be
Phone 307. Roper Television.
?xercised at the time and in the
manner herein specified. Teachers, FOR RENT: Floor sanding maprincipals and other school per- chine and electric floor polisher
sonnel shall not be permitted to ad- and electric vacuum cleaner. Exvise, recommend or otherwise in- change Furniture Co.
fluence such decision. Nor, will
SPARE TIME INCOME
school personnel either favor or
Refilling and collecting money
penalize children because of the
from NEW TYPE high quality coin
choice made.
operated dispensers in this area.
B.—In the event overcrowding re No selling. To qualify you must
sults at a particular school from have ear, references, $600 to $1906
the choices made, priority of as- cash. Seven to twelve hours weekly
signment shall be based solely on can net excellent monthly income.
proximity without regard to racial More full time. For personal in.
considerations.
terview write P. 0. BOX 4185,
C.—Those whose choices are re- PITTSBURGH, PA. 15202. Include
jected because of overcrowding phone number.
will be notified and permitted to
HELP WANTED - Man or wo-nake an effective choice of a forman
wanted to supply Rawleigb
Negro
or formerly white
merly
products to consumers in Fulton
school. County or City of Fulton. Good
time to start. No capital required
II. REGISTRATION
Write Rawleigh, Dept. KYH-1071A.—All pupils attending school in 10, Freeport, Illinois.
the Fulton City school system durFREE HORSE FEED! Get 50
ing the wheel Year 11105-19033, shall
register for the -school year 1985- pounds of Southern States Horse
11l1 by returning the registration Feed Free with each 300-pound purforms to Mr. Charles 'Thomas, chase! Limited time offer. SouthPrincipal of Carr Elementary, d1W- ern States Fulton Cooperative
Isg the week of August 9th through Phone 479-2352.
13th, 1965. During such registration
FREE FOR HORSE OWNERS!
period it shall be mandatory that 50 pounds of Southern
States Horse
the penit or guardian of the pupil Feed given free
with
each 300
ragishirifig to attend school *ging
pounds you buy during August
the school year 19654956 exercise only!
Southern States Fulton Cothe choice granted in paragraph lA operative
Phone 479-2552.
hereof.
B.—All pupils who will be six (6)
years of age on or before December 31, 1995, and who intend to
:!omanence the first grade for the
school year 19654186, in the Fulton
City School system, shall by and
through their parent or guardian
or other person standing in loco
parentis, register at the school of
their choice during the week of
August 9th through the 13th, 1966.

VET MAN COMING

MeKNIGHT NAMED
Bob
$cf(nisht has been named
Maurice B. Stafford, a contact
chair*** of the newly-formed
representative of the Kentucky South Fulton planning Commission.
Disabled Ex-Service Men's Board Be was elected Friday.
will be at the American Legion
Home
in Fulton next Friday from
THANKS
CARDS OF
9 to 3 to assist veterans and their HOMECOMING—
(Continue
We wish to express our apprecia- dependents with claims for bene_dm Page Ome)
tion for cards, flowers, food and fits due them as a result of their Festivals.
And as always homefolks will be
other kindnesses shown during the military service.
illness and death of William T. Dillon
The family of
William T. Dillon

The Fulton News, Thursday, Aug. 5, 1965
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Banana Festival Has New Office
Thanks To Messrs.Burrow,Taylor
Officers of the Banana Festival Association are being set up
in a comfortable and spacious
building rent free . . . thanks
to the great big hearts of Col.
C. W. Burrow and Roy D. Taylor, who have recently purchased the Cook building on Commercial Avenue.
The building, which was sold
to the two prominent Fultonians
last week has been a storage
center for souvenirs, street
decorations and a variety of
other Banana Festival materials. Festival officials were faced with the necessity to remove
all the inventory from the building since several firms were interested in renting the building.
But when Charlie Burrow looked the situation over and realized the problem facing Festival
officials, he talked the matter
over with Mr. Taylor, who also
readily offered the building for
Festival headquarters until after this year's event.
When thanks and praise were
heaped upon the new owners for
their generosity Colonel Burrow
said on behalf of himself and his
partner Roy Taylor: "Donating
that building is a mighty small
thing to do when you think of

Leader Sporting Goo0
Lake Rime

Fulton

how much wonderful publicity
all of us get from the Banana
Festival. Putting on the Banana
'Festival is a big enough job for
everybody without you folks
having to worry about building
space. I wish we had some more
space to give."
The community spirit of Col.
onel Burrow and Roy Taylor is
another Of the many kind offers
being made to the Festival by
generous Fultonians. The City
of Fulton is assisting with the
maintenance of the building as
Is the Fulton Electric system.
The City of South Fulton is helping with the moving problems.
R. H. Swearingen put the airconditioning in order and volunteers are helping to clean up
and furnish the office.
Desks and chairs are needed
for volunteer clerical help, a
Festival official said.. Knowing
the attitude of the twin cities toward staging another giant Fesival, it is apparent that the
desks and chairs will be forthcoming. If anybody cares to
make some attractive curtains
for the building, they're urged
to do so.
Last Thursday night at the
City Park Charles Reams had
his welcome Pepsi-Cola wagon
out there dispensing free Pepsis
to the young folks. And Charles
was there in person to fill up
those cups as fast as the young
folks drank every delicious
Pepsi and then asked for more.
That's the spirit of the twin
Cities in motion!
REVIVAL TO ENO
The revival at the Mt. Zion Cum.
berlancl Presbyterinn Church new
Water Valley will end Sunday.
Services are at 10 am and 7:30 pm.
The evangelist is the Rev. J. C.
Womack, pastor of the Sturgis
(Ky.) Cumberland Presbyterian
Church,
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Support Asked For Tr -America Teens; Amigo Dinner
Sales To Send Three Local Students To See The Beatles
Wow! A free trip to Chicago to see the Beatles!
This is the reward that awaits three teen-age
members.of the Tr -America (TAT) organization
that is helping in the third annual Banana Festival.
TAT members are selling tickets to an "Amigo
Dinner" which will be held on August 10.
While the reasons for staging the dinner are
exciting enough, an even more significant note is
that the E. W.James and Sons Super Market is
putting on the dinner... all for free! Billy Joe
James, speaking for his family told the News:"We
can think of no better way to show our appreciation
to the residents of the Fulton-South Fulton area
than by joining in such a worthwhile project like
TAT,which is part of another tremendous activity,
the International Banana Festival."
Volunteer workers from the Banana Festival
Association will join with staff members of the

E. W. James stores to serve the meal. Serving will
begin at five p. m. on August 10, with tables for
serving set up in the giant super market on West
State Line. A number of tables will be set up on
the huge parking lot for those persons wishing to
enjoy a "sit-down" meal. Some portions of the parking lot will be roped off to accomodate an entertains
ment program now being planned as an added attraction for the diners.
Proceeds from the dinner will be used to defray the expenses of the 21 students who win come
to the Festival from the Central American banana
producing countries.
Under the project, 27 Latin American students
will visit the Twin-Cities for two weeks during the
Banana Festival.
Mrs. Sue Hurt, coordinator of the TAT organization, urges all local citizens to support this fine
program and buy tickets from your favorite TAT
member.

FARMERS ADVISED
Letters have been mailed to all
soil bank farmers in Fulton County
to advise them of the necessity of
clearing their farms of any infestations of noxious weeds, bushes,
and especially johnson grass. Compliance visits will be made to at
least five percent of these farms
during the year.
BILL APPROVED
The U. S. Senate has approved a
bill calling for $1,906,000 to be spent
on the Obion Creek watershed program in Kentucky. The bill must
now go to the House of Representatives for further action.
CAREFUL THERE
Mayfield city council has
voted to purchase radar speedingcontrol equipment for use by the
city police.

Ite

That's you-when you visit
the Park Terrace Restaurant
& Gift Shep.

Dianmds Are A Girl's Best friend
.. DADDY DON'T FORGET -THE SPARKLE OF

, CUT CRYSTAL

You'll receive geed feed and
friendly service in a peeicelul
and relaxing atmosphere.
Dine by candlelight and try
our mewwatering homemade relle and•tangy salad
trent *sr new salad her. All
of this as yea •IvI•V plimIsarne
omit mulls as only Martha
Logan a Jelin Reed *an plat

WILL MAKE A GOOD
SUISTITUTEI
The Diamond Brilliance Of Our
Besetital Cut Crystal Bowls,Decanters and Wine Glasses, Creamers
and Pitchers Are Breatbtakieg. It's
Expeosive, Daddy, But Beautiful.

-AFTER DINNERTake a stroll in the OW

GIFT, ANTIQUE IL HOME PURNISnING Sli 3P
SOUTH FULTON. TUN.
PRONE 4119-2541

ay's
SANDWICH

SHOP
BMA Fulton

FIT EAR II QUI!
Custom Bachmating
it all times
BIG HAAVIURGE RS
THICK SHAKES
FISH SANDWICHES

-THERE'S A SERIOUS AND AN EXCITING SIDE TO TATS project to finance the Operation Amigo program
when it participates in this year's Banana FestivaL That's as it should be. for while the young people sell tickets
to an Amigo Dinner as a fund-raisffig project, three TAT members may also win an all-expense trip to Chicago
to see the Beatles. The attitudes of (left to right) Glenda Downs,Craig SimrelL Betty Pruitt. Janie NOW,Brenda Harrison. and Carole Pigue ars plainly evident here. Writing out memberships for the TAT (Tri-America
Teens) members are(with the backs to the camera) Mrs. Charles Pawlu.kiewicz. Mrs. Joe Sanders and Mrs. Sue
Hurt, project chairman, sitting at the end of the table.

Phone 4794341
South Fulton, Teellin

LABOR ENDORSES

WEEK
THUR HITE
THE PlIRCUSSIONS
Featuring
htaggie Le*
WM per person
• Jack Stela"-,

DAN McKINNIS FOR COUNTY JUDGE Of OBION COUNTY
AND

DEE ETHRIDGE FOR CIRCUIT COURT CM Of 011011 COUNTY
It's in,exelnalve preemie
that makes there bread mewl
You will be '..lighted! Next
time,try our exclusive, professional care. You meat see
-and feel-for yourself!

At a meting Friday July 1,, OM the Oblon-Wealley Comity
Committee on Political Education Ir. 114 P. IQ mdareed DAN
McKINIGII for County Judge. C. 0.

ma& ths missimmis

endorsement after the laterviewbg ocemilthe mode Selz report
to the membership.
Obtoo-Wealdey County Committee on IPoUtheal NNW=
is made up of seven Local Unions of this arm Id* siessaiwide
totalling 1900, pledged to support candidates with views ElYsittsill
the labor movement.
We are *Morelos DAN IliclaN1111 became of his willkegasse

Sho"nuff, cosins ...feet give
a holler for a bottle of Hu*
d..-lish-ush, el*
country-style
MOUNTAIN DEW at
yore fav'rit store!
You'll love it!

to serve and accommodate ALL TEE PEOPLE - more parties- his deep interest Is

wow

elderly people. We in labor

feel dal his past mord and his present oleos are is the best
Interest of the working wade.

e
Fish, Shrimp. Chicken Baskets, Boxes
Sid At The

In this same meeting, C. 0. F. S. made an sedorsenamd for
the Clerk of the CI,Faidt COMA, The inatabemt, CUE111810DOS.
was also unaniaiously eadoreed bemuse of his record and his
vim concerning the protium of the laboring people,

CREAM

In makthg them endoreemests, we, as animus at Ohba
County, ere conscious cd the needs of an the perste and therefore
Pledge ourselves to work wholebeeziedtr and tirelessly to the

II'S DEE-LISH-USH1
Bottled under the authority of The Tip Corp. of America

We also feature-all kinds of SUNDAES, SHAKES,
BANANA SPLITS,PARFAITS, - STRAWBERRY
SHORT CAKE to top off your meal es desert. Make
the DARI CREAM your one stop eating place—
Billy Gilbert, Mgr.

re-Heenan of these candidates.

ar
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WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY.

IT TAKES A $10.00 PURCHASE TO CET BOTH MIMS LISTED IN AD Wrill $5.00 PURCHASE.

* PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
A-

'\64 •

kit
\Is
\.:
411
tat

100 W

• WWWWW ,,•'
•.....

• •

MRS HUBBARD ASSORTED

The L-O-N-G-E-R your food list, the
MORE good reasons for shopping at
E. W,ITAIIEfill
The simple "Tap*
Test" prows it because Ivory prito on
It is a low price. No wonder our
STOREW1DE LOW PRICES on top warns
brands give you a WOOER cordial of
fins quality foods for less — MUCH
LESS. A list that's I-o-n-g on LOW
PRICES is also 1.4-n-g on SAVINGS.

CREME

COOKIES

La

BOX

49c

10,000

ilt

FREE
eNah

ft

.

TO BE GIVEN AWAY
SATURDAY, AUGUST 14 OR (IF THERE IS NO
WINNER) WE WILL AD ADD 5000 MORE EACH
WEEK FOR THE THE NEXT FOUR WEEKS..n4
QUALITY

1P•

•
U. S. GOVERNMENT
INSPECTED

4" •

STAMPS

>•"".

Jii
•

•

••.„

V
Ir.

•

*".

t

.
1• %‘

FRYERS
27;

t‘r
*".k 't%okt **Z.
•c
.• 11,

TODAY & PICK UP YOUR E. W. JAMES 4 SON BUMPER STICKER AND GET MORE
DETAILS. NUMBER WILL BE POSTED IN STORE EACH WEEK.
450.401.6^.0.•

LITTLE ANDY

MAPLE LEAF

,21.00
Sfick Oleo 5-8-5
KRAFT FRESH PURE
GALLON

CREAMERY

BUTTER

CEIA

NO. 2 CAN

Juice

Orange

69c

FOLGER'S

SLICED

PINEAPPLE

WHOLE

GRADE A

k 69c

10 OZ.

INSTANT

(NO SICONDS MIXED IN)

COFFEE $1.29

BLUE PLATE

4 * $1.00

SANDWICH

SPREAD

wart 49c

UP

elli
c
t

FRYERS

k 33
'

;
wird

COCA-COLA or PEPSI=
iilliECUE
(Plus
B
=
i
t 3CARTONS $ 1 00
PURE CANE

10 se

SAUCE

29
' MIRSHMALLOWS 1""IZE 19c

HAMBURGERS

THURSDAY, FRIDAY & SATURDAY
9 A. M. TO 7 P.M.
BUY'UM BY THE BAG FULL

89
'

REELFOOT

DAYS

FROM
THIMISDAT, AUGUST 5
'MU WELININIDAY,
AUGUST R. 1965.
3 Ng grtra Days For
EACH110
(
Low, Law Prims,

LOTION
CHEER GIANT SIZE

NABISCO PREMIUM
lifiliGE11131

49
'

CRACKERS

BLUE PLATE
28 OZ. JAR
PEANUT BUTTER
GOLD INN
303 SIZE CAN
16 OZ.

69c

WITH AN ADDITIONAL $5.00 PURCHASE,
EXCLUDING TOBACCO & MILK PRODUCTS.

51.00

Crushed Pineapple 5

WASIING
POWDERS

89'
33
45` 1
49c

EACH

16 OZ.

8 OZ.

16 OZ.

1.39

EACH

0•Ko-.40.

MT 1 PLEASE
40.01.-0.on.o...o.•

BOX
0

o

00
...

RrE BANANAS

29 OZ.

PEARS

3'-1.0O

Ln3ers

PICNICS

LIVER

k 39C

FRESH PORK RIBS
GRADE A VALLEY STAFT (5 TO 7 LH
TO

k 59c
La)

TURKEYS

k 49c

'-

1.00

GOLDEN

EACH

24 LB. AVERAGE

FRESH WHITE

FRESH SHELLED

4'

JUICE

IA 00

QUALITY STAMPS WITH THE PURCHASE OF
COPPERTONE SUNTAN LOTION

-•••••••••••

Chuck Wagon Steaks

1•41 19

WINTER GARDEN FROZEN

ne

Je
ONION

HUSH

all

PUPPIES

REELFOOT FROZEN

lb 29C

15 OZ.
aw

Ground

Beef Patties
DOWNY FLAKE FROZEN
U OZ.

59c

BOXES
HONEY

BUNS

3

1A00

BOW WOW
539c
GDO9ESTAFROOD

S
EVIJ AME
SUPERMARKET

25 lbs $1.69

f BABYlad

I

now* irrairtlowts,

cha

FROZEN

FLOUR

STORE HOURS: 'MON:APIAR
;
8 1.1 SM
-TURDAY

• '..............••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

RINGS

GARDENWIT

AND 5a

100 FREE

it 39c

ICE COLD

- 51.00

PLUMS

FRIES

FROZEN QUEEN

LB.

16 07..

.:41.44111.1.16, .1111111,,

k 39c

FRENCH

0(
A9c
WATERMELONS
DOZEN 49(
FIELD CORN
La 39c
49(
BEANS
MB LETT t FrAD 10(

STOKELY'S 46 OZ.

TOMATO

SMOKED

LB.

•

FRUIT COCKTAIL 4
PURPLE

s- 79c

BELSTVILLE

FRESH

303 SIZE

RIB STEAKS
REELFOOT 6 TO 8 LB AVERAGE

LIMIT 1
PLEASE

QUALITY
STAMPS

80Z.45'

PACIFIC GOLD NO. 2 1/2 SIZE CAN

STOKELY'S

'
• 79

GARDEN FROZENWIT

E66 & OLIVE SALAD
HOMEMADE PIES
MACORNI SALAD
HAM SALAD
BEAN SALAD
CHEESE CAKES

16 OZ.

SLICED BACON
REELFOOT U S CHOICE

WITH AN ADDITIONAL WOO PURCHASE,
EXCLUDING TOBACCO & MILK PRODUCTS.

FROM OUR KITCHEN

303 SIZE CAN

REELFOOT

FRESH PORK

PLUS

BARTLETT

FRANKS

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

6 jARS

59c

100 FREE
QUALITY STAMPS WITH THE PURCHASE OF
OLDSPICE AFTER SHAVE LOT/ON

••••••••••••01.011••••.•••• ••••••••.40
•
.

•••• •••

•• .11•••••••••••••rigi14.•

the

•^

Pagg 3

BEST

129 BROADWAY — PHONE: 479-2651

and
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O cant afford notto
paint atfhb;low price!

For The

CANNON *AGENCY

Fillton News-Shopper

CLEANEST
FREE FURNACE INSPECTION
BY TRAINED HEATING EXPERTS

USED FURNrrURE

FURNACE SERVICE, REPAIRS — GAS, OIL, COAL
Free estimate on cost of installing a now Lennox Gee
Furnace, Air Conditioner, All Electric Heat•Itump-Electrie
Furnaces.
CALL COLLECT

SMALLMAN SHEET METAL
PHONE 40-1912

FULTON,

sal list; the
hoPPINII at
atoP•
orY Prke on
fonder our
n top name
It corthal of
s — MUCH
I on LOW
AVINOS.

buy it

at

Per

EXCHANGE
Furniture Company
immommoommimmor

Paula Prentiss is • strip-teases** for whosn eter Sellers maker •
play in Charles K. Feldman's "What's New Puisyeat?," Technicolor
finned Artists release which also stars Peter O'Toole, Rom,
Schneider, Capueine, Woody Allen and Ursula Andress and opening Sunday, 7-Bi9 Days — Fulton Theatre!

Gallan

Otayll
1..tinitecl

MARTINIENOUR
3000 house
• 1/3 DISCOUNT!
On
SUMMER SLACKS & SUITS
SPORT COATS

4T

rur- ,

JACKETS

Herr's the biggest paint value ever.;.one you can't afford to
miss! Now at Wynn OW you can give your home a sparkling
extutiot. Use burtia-Scnout "3000" for economy, beauty,
durability and protection. Covets most surfaces in one coat.

HATS

8

••••-PO
.
Ae
r.L°*.

SHORT SLEEVE SHIRTS
both dress and sport shirts

Come in How—Tadayf Get This Great Value,
Pius Other Mattia-Sertsve Quality Products.

IOLE

EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO.

A. available in Black
Suede er Red Glove
Smooth with 54" block
heel

Commercial Ave,

Phone 472-1533

Main St. next to City Hall

S. in Geld Glee* Swans,54 Cuban heel

33'
• 55'
• 79c

C. in Black Ostrich Fried & Smooth Loa & Green
Ostrich Print 8, Sennett Lee with 54" Mock heel

t

REVCO CHEST FREEZERS
TO THE CITIZENS OF
OWN COUNTY, TENNESSEE:

ft. 39'
39c
L.,59c

I am a candidate for re-election to the Office of
County Register of °Hon County, subject to the action
of the Democratic Primary election to be held on August

t

7th, 1945.
I am deeply indebted to the people of Obion County for having given me th!, opportunity to be your public

15 Cubic Foot

Now! 'The manufacturers of supermar-

$179.88

ket and large walkin freezers -

21 Cubic Foot
REVCO - -.
has a home freezer
available to you di-

$218.88

rect from...

25 Cubic Foot

servant and T have endeavcured to show my- appreciation

49c
2:39c

kept this Wee open from 8:00 A. M. until 4:30 P. M.,

t

*sa79C

.1.00
29c
; 59c
$1.00
5 39c

$238.88

by giving you the best service possible in return. I have

remaining open during the lunch hour for the convenience of the working people.

The Office of County Register is one of vital importance to each of you. This office
fontains a record of the title to all real estate of Otion County, from the early „.Land
-Grant through your present day title or deed to your home, farm or business establish-

DINETTE
SPECIALS

Irtent and other legal documents pertaining to such transactions. Among the many other
Iegal documents recorded in the Register's Office .ia Aeoldier's discharge records and if by
chance you are a veteran of military service an have not had your discharge recorded, by

BRAIDED RUGS

.ssll means bring it in and leave it for recording. There is no charge for recording the
.discharge records and it is very important to you and your family to have this done.

Only

lb

L $1.69
59c

:RASE OF
ION

$26"

It has been necessary during my tenkire in office to put into effect certain new
-laws passed by our State Legislature. You have been most cooperative in adjusting to
these changes and I want to thank you for it.
Through the cooperation of the Banks in your locality, we have handled a
volume of your work by mail, saving you a loss of time from

your employment.

PRICED
THIS WEER

great
In

1.his type of service, I do not have the personal contact with the people I am serving.
but I assure you that all work receives the best attention we can give it.
With only a few days remaining before the election, I know it will be impossible
..,for
me to see all of you personally, therefore. I want to thank you for your kindness
_
and loyalty in the past and to assure you that your vote and influence will be greatly

This Week Only!

Only

CLOSEOUTS
0
45°

5 PC.
CHROME
SETS
(Table St 4 Chairs)
Over 60
DINETTES
To Choose From!

On 1965

Wesiinghoue

Televisions

appreciated.

MRS. RUBYE C. ARMSTRONG
CANDIDATE FOR RE-ELECTION
OFFICE OF COUNTY REGISTER, ORION COUNTY, TENNESSEE
Paid Pol. Adv.

19 Inch Screen

$119.88
23 Inch Screen

178.88
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RAVIVAL UNDERWAY
mary Saturday will run again in
REVIVAL CONTINUES
PARTICIPATES
the general election next August. The revival at the Walnut Grove The revival at the Water Valley
Nomination in the primary has Methodist Church will continuetoMethodist Church will continue Barbara Owen of Fulton .parti
traditionally been an assurance of through Friday night, with services through Friday night, with services cipated in a concert presented b
election in the second contee, Le- at 7:45 pm. The Rev. Jerry Bynum at 731 pm Ph? Rev. Coy Garrett the Murray State College symphony
f Hazel-Masons Chapel is the orchestra and mixed chorus Sun
cause of lack of Republican opposi- is the visiting minister.
day.
evangelist.
tion.

472-1851 Open 8145

Citizens of South Yukon and
Oblast County will go to the polls
Saturday to vote in the Democratic
primary. Candidates for seven ofi• s will be on the ballot.
T. W. Jones, Jr., and Frank Ray
are running against incumbent
LIM Maltinnis for the post of county judge, and Ebb Gwaltney is unopposed for general sessions judge.
James T. Kendall will be on the
ballot for county court clerk, while
Dee Ethridge and Bill Hall are
running for circuit court clerk.
Mrs. Rubye C. Armstrong and
Ed Lee Stone will be on the ballot
for county register, Robert McCowan for sheriff, and Earl Thorpe
for county trustee.
The pone will open at V and close
at 3.
Winners in the Democratic pri-

Rebecca Bierer of Rochestee
N. Y., is visiting her grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Martin, for a
week before a family reunion to be
held at Rough River Dam State
Park

Bonus BUYS

Fabulous Fabric Festival!

111.T.3"Grt.TS'T

694,794 FABRICS
Allred* Wends— Embossed Cottons
Fashion -right for drosses, blouses, tots
and sportswear..big selection, save nowl

44(
YARD

'BATES" FABRICS
Corrent Favorites is Wide Variety

NOW THRU SATURDAY

!atm-wide 44-inch widths in this famed
mill's 11. 10-yard lengths ... save SOS
and more—patterns and solids galore...

TABLE CLOTHS

. now sale-priced .. . our own

Choice of 3 Sizes
52 x 52
52 x 70
52 x 90

SHEETS and CASES

81 x 99 or
72 x 108 Nat..

TWIN Fitted
el

VALUES
to 3.981

Stock up and save
on our fine cotton
muslins ... closely
woven, extra durable, fully guaranteed!

Foam isadc and
vinyi-laminatod rayon ocetate in
wide choice of patterns, colors!

IN
FULL
Fittoil bottom

MATTRESS COVER
ion Vinyl Plastic
14aliesid Gelside SSD odes,
IWO.- straight shift, Red

.4111•111. 4111111111111m
- iIits

waterproof

New

Iltmsycat?

Dust TIIIV
4
1
11
"

Oer plus-vol;Nreld;Sal sette;71-percele for silkysmooth sleeping comfort...lighter In weight but Avineri

MI Chevy Impala Hardtop,
Pewerglide, black - clean

a
41

a

Itakizie IN Convertible, 391
hilereepter stick
11411•Xii
1011th

sss

"Lady Margaret" PERCALE .. .. Snowy White
$lxlOSFhfor

FULL Pitted bottom ....

Full or Twin

Cases, pair
4-deer, auto-

with Zipper

205
.1.00

"Lady Margaret" PERCALE in PASTEL Colors

Compare at 1.98

flzlOSFl.tor

Pakten. NO 4-deer, li-cyt

4150

Twin fitted bottom is

61 Peed Galante Hardtop

SI x 1011 Ref er

FuN fitted bottom AL

Cows.. 1"

61 Ford Cialaxie Sedan
66 Bukk Sedan- Slack

COLOR GUAM.

White

6$ Chevy Bel Aire Sedan, Snows...11de

Cozy Cover-up in Colorful, Atjractiv• Patterns

(I) 66 Perth

Patchwork QUILT

* Chevy Impala Hardtop •
Slack

Hard-to-detect Wogs.
if perfect to 8.961

P Chevy Station Wagon

FULL SIZE-110 x 64-114.
(4) St Penh

SEM LW ea this Teflon

by 'Fruit of the Loom"

skillet by West lead,

(2) St Plymouths

to care for—glamourous to use night and day!
ID Others

SOFT MITTS
Provincial Pink
Medici Shoe
Old World Olive
Speedo& Geld
Ronan Red
Antique White

"min YO
ilighweg

ML

OPEN
Your Account

ifesibge Green
Broome Olive
Newport Blue
Wedgeweed Shedirw
Turkey Red
Green field

WOOD TONES
Posen
Mahogany Tens
Driftwood
7 Spicoweed
Walnut Tone
Frvitweed

EXCHANGE
Furniture Co.

T. W.(T. WILLIE) JONES, JR.

COUNTY JUDGE
YOUR CANDIDATE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Past deacon and Sunday School supt. Baptist church.
Married, four children
Member county court
Chairman county court budget committee
Delegate consititutional convention
Veteran World War 2
Past president and treasurer P. T. A.

II. 4-H leader, active In livestock assoc and farm
organizations.
P. Fast chairman election commission
10. Owner & operator of farm near Oblon
11. Has experience as school teacher and in bank and
and financial work.
MY PROMISE TO YOU!

"aro SERVE ALL OF THE PEOPLE OF ORION CO. HONESTLY, FAIRLY & IMPARTIALLY"
Paid Pol. Adv.
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